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You Gan Earn as Much as 

Equivalent Compensation on 

■\7 % 

RCA Tubes 

KO  GatUiaM^. 

National Bank 

Pan to the 

ORDER OF 

l&Cr 

%2S.75 

.Dollars 
FOR C&nipenAiidi-&rL on.paAts ^ 

sUeJed &f fcOl ficulh JuJfeS o-rv 

A&cixJilnq ftuf/tesc AdjfaA. {rtax/nLt 

The RCA Radiotron Division believes its Agents should be compensated in 
proportion to sales produced. Thus, the compensation schedule is composed of 
brackets, or "steps", corresponding to yearly sales. The total equivalent com- 
pensation runs as high as 48.7 per cent. 

With short steps, any Agent can easily boost his compensation to the next 
higher classification. And he does not have to wait until his Agency Agreement 
Is renewed to earn the higher compensation. It fokes effect os soon as his RCA 
Tube sales reach the higher figure. 

And—get this—not only does he qualify for this compensation on future satesf 
but he is compensated for prior soles on the same basis. He receives a check or 
credit covering additional compensation for past sales... be makes additional 
money on tubes he has already sold. 
Ask your Wholesale Agent how many dollars worth of RCA Tubes you have sold 
since the beginning of your Agency Agreement. With this figure and table 
shown you can determine how many RCA Tubes you have to sell to reach the 
next higher brocket; also the back compensation ond the total additional 
cornpensalion you receive. 

RCA RADIO TUBES 

RCA Radiotron Division of the RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. 

CAMDEN NEW JERSEY 

IMPORTANT 

The brocket yoo hove reached by 
the expiration of your first year's 
Agency Agreement determines your 
rate of compen&otion on all sates 
during the second year's Agreement, 
regardless of how many tubes you 
sell the second year. Think it over. 

lift 

Compensation Schedule 

ShU'p Volume 
Ilollnra 4/rectil for I'R&t Salen 

Tolu" A ilri't11 DctlaiK 
Under  $250 35—5     

(Aver, sale of less 
than $20 mo.) 

On reaching . $250 37 —S $4.75   
(Average sal© of 

$20 month) 
On reaching . . . $450 39-5 $6.55 $12.35 

(Average eal© of 
$37.50 month) 

On reaching . . » $650 41-5 $12,35 $19.95 
(Average sale of 

$55 month) 
On reaching . . , $900 43—5 $17.10 $31.35 

(Average sale of 
$75 a month) 

On reaching . $1250 45 — 5 $23,7$ $50.35 
(Average sale of 

$105 month) 
On reaching , $2250 46 — 5 $21.36 $116.36 

(Average sale of 
$187 month) 

*Na loss from oiice changes, no obsolescence, no invejr- ment, ond assured profir ore gereroil, agreed ro be worth 3 to 3.5 per cent ond should be added to these percentages. 
^Includes dollars earned 01 result of going to higher basis. 
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The new Arvin ear radio 

program meets every 

desire of sales and 

^profit-mintled79 dealers 

TlaiN Floor Dcmon- 
Kfrotiaaia lliKplsty is 
Iml one of the many 
feafiires In the New 
Arvin Car Itadio 
Sales llnlldiiiif 
l*ro^ram this year. 

SALB BHILDEIl 

Tim merchandising program built around the 
neiv 1935 Arvin Car Radio line is designed to give 
you full support— the practical, effective selling 
help that builds sales volume and profits. In every 
ivav, it lies up at point of sale with the most 
powerful consumer ailverlising campaign in the 
history of ear radio. 

Full color pages in The Saturday Evening Post, 
with poster size reproductions for you to display, 
in addition to a complete kit of selling helps , . . 
hcauliful window streamers, big window and wall 
posters, colorful counter cards, in fact everything. 

The elaborately oil-painted door display stand 
demonstrates any one of the three new Arvin 
models. It's a selling help that attracts everyone 
and arouses interest that leads to profitable sales. 

The merit and appeal of the new Arvin Car 
Radios—the many new features that make it a 
pleasure to sell, Install and service them—and 
Arvin merchandising—will make this a really 
profitable car radio year for Arvin dealers. 

Every progressive dealer should cash in on the 
Arvin sales building program. See your jobber 
salesman or write for full information. 

Nohlitt-Spaiiks Industriks, Inc., Columbus, Ind. 
Also Makers of Arvin Hot Water Car Heaters 
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FULL VIEW DIAL fat; rtllf ft OJiS-ffr 

fi /f OMt OF 

MEW MODELS 

Utdy irnl ^ 

T Of SIGHT 
itt "veo*-* ,yi yout 

NATIONALLy 
•:^r. 

rvi tfie 
FINEST 

RECEPTION 

FAMOUS 

ARVIN I is 
IN 

All MAKES 
Of CAMS 

Car Radio you 
um 

LOST! ONtT (v F .*v 
CHTIAWIH -0 OW* EVEN MOKr, than youh radio AT HOME . 

WBw 

FREE uith an order for 2 or more 

Arvins on Arvin Merchandising Deal No. 2 
This attractive demonstrator is made of heavy reinforced fibre board — 
stands 54 itxehes High hy 30 inches wide and is elaborately oil-painted 
in four c-olors and varnished. Everyone who comes in your place will 
•top, look and listen when the demonstrator is working. It has a com- 
iwrtment for storage buttery—front and rear platforms for mounting 
single or double unit Arvin—with holes drilled for a quick and easy 
set up. Get one at once. Your local jobber knows all about It as the 
Arvin Car Itudio Merchandising Heal >0. 2. 
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Zbmtii Model Console 945 lists at 
$3.9.95. 5-t.utio, Triple Filtering, Air- 
plant Dial and Split-second Tuning. 

New 1935 Line 

Features 

A wider price range — 
359.95 to 3250.00 

New cabinet designs 

Improved reception 

Split-second Tuning added 
to all models 

WINS IN "BUND SPOT" 

TEST! 
In a nation-wide "blind spot" test Zenith Triple 
Filtering sets out-performed all others—in localities 
where some competitors couldn't pull in a station! 

TRIPLE FILTERING 

ON ALL MODELS 
So successful was Triple Filtering designed to sift 
out noise that this feature lias been adopted on alt 
AW Models—-for clear, brilliant, noiseless foreign 
reecption 1 

SPLIT-SECOND TUNING 

AIDS LOGGING 
On the Zenith Airplane Dial Split-second Tiniing is 
an extra baud . . . like the minnte band on a cloek. 
It prrrnits vou to log and accurately relocate foreign 
stations. 

DIMENSIONAL TONE 
Accomplished by installation of one large dynamic 
speaker ami one dynainic high frequency speaker to 
insure reproduction of the entire musical scale, 
retain rich, full character of broadcasts! 

STRATOSPHERE 
A great new iristrument with 2-> lubes and three 
concert speakers a truly world-wide iiislriirncnt of 
great beauty and amazing performance. Ask your 
dislrihutor for u copy of "A SUPKFME AClliEVF- 
MF.NT"—illustrated brochure. 

Zenith Model Console 990 lists at 
$250.00, 12-tuhe, Triple Filtering, 
Airplane Dial and Split-second Timing 
with Sliadoworaph —(fitncnsionul lAfttc. 

r XENITH has taken a chassis already noted for amazing per- 

formance . . . added improvements for even better reception 

. . . put all this in brand new cabinets and created new models 

to widen your "profit band"! 

Everything is ready for your display floor; from the handsome 

little Model 945 to the splendid Stratosphere with its 25 tubes! 

Your profits begin when you write or wire for complete fran- 

chise information. Do it today! 

Pf<- 

TRADE MAR Aft EG. -RADIO 

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION, .'{620 Iron Street, Chicago, HI. 

EXPORT DIVISION — CABLE ADDRESS: ZENITHRAD — ALL CODES 

"MUSIC AT THE WHEEL" —The new Zenith Auto K vino model 666, 6-lithe. 
Six inch speaker. Fists at $49.95. Prices stightly higher nest uf Hockies. Subject to change tri/himt notice 
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iNo. 60-M Treasure Console 
Wain ill finish cabi- 
net. Price:, Fast of - 
Itpefcfes, $115.00 ] fcf f I 

No. 60-11 Treasure 5; j M , 
Highboy (at left). 
Sliding doors. Wal- I 'g- V-' 
nut finish, Price, 
Plant of Rockies, HFW- ^ ^ ■'l! 
$135.06 

No. 60-T TrrH.snrc Chest 
(above). Finished in two 
tones of Walnut. Price, 
Fast of Rockies, $75.00 

No. 60-PR (at left) 
Radio and Auto- 
malic IMionograph. 
W a I it n I finish. 
Price- Fast of 
Rockies, $245.60 

No. 60-LL (at ripln) 
TTreasnre Console. 
Finished in vertical- 
ly grained Walnut. 
Price, Fast of 
Rockies $99.56 

N€W 

6ofJn 

E TR-E-flSUR-E 

consouc 

tf/ie Lde^ addjlwrv 

to the piU telling 

SHORT WAVE - STANDARD WAVE 

Sl%t ip Seh ieA ! 

That makes five! Here they are on this page. A 
rounded line of Stromherg-Carlson short wave- 
hroadcast radios that arc making history. What- 
ever style, whatever price — there's a brilliantly 
performing model to suit your prospect. 

You know the features of the Sixty Series—great 
power, high sensitivity, world-wide range'—both 
domestic and short wave programs received and 
reproduced with Stromberg-Carlson's NATURAL 
TONE. 

The New No. 60-M meets all competition in its 
price class. It is handsome, as the picture hints, 
decorated with 45 degree, Y-matched figured 
oriental wood on pilasters. Its performance 
proves anew the world-famed phrase, "There is 
nothing finer than a Stromberg-Carlson". 

Strom berg-Carlsons range in price from 
$69.50 to $985 (Kast of Rockies). 

Kromber 

i 
STROM BERG-CA RLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO. 

KOCH ESTER, NEW YORK 

tlson 

RADIO RETAILING. February, 1935. Vol. 2 1. No. 2. Publislied monthly, price 25(!. copy. Suhscripticm rates—United Stales and Central and South American countries, 
$2.00 a year, Canada, Including duty. $2.30 a year. All other countries $3,00 a year or 12 shillings. Entered as second class matter April 10, 1925, at Post Offlce at New York, N. Y.. under the Act of March 3rd. JS79. Printed In U. S. A. Cable address ■McGravvhlll, New York." Member of A.B.P. Member of A.B.C. Copy- right 1934 by McGraw-lIilt Publishing Co.. Inc., 330 West 42d Street, New York. N. Y. Printed by The Schweinler Press, N. Y. 
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15 A D1SSATISF1-ED 

TUB€ CUSTOMER 

A GOOI) 

REfRICERATOR 

PROSPECT ? 

No! Not if you've sold him "just-as-good" tubes — for you've 
lost his good-will. Nor is he a prospect for sets, appliances, serv- 
ice, etc.—and you've lost these juicy profits. On that you agree. 

Your present customers are your best prospects. And on 
that you agree. 

Play safe with every customer and sell him Arcturus and you 
sell him confidence in your store and in your other merchan- 
dise. Arcturus, accepted as the quality standard of the industry, 
is endorsed by the most critical jury in the country—set man- 
ufacturers, engineers, and service technicians, 

Arcturus pioneered 6 out of the 7 fundamental develop- 
ments in a. c. tubes, innovations which the industry adopted. 
Arcturus' long-life records still stand unequalled. Make sure 
of repeat business on tubes, refrigerators, sets, service, acces- 
sories—sell the tube used by millions of set-owners and many 
manufacturers in the U.S. and 78 foreign countries. A tube 
that has accomplished so much won't play you false. On that 
you agree. Arcturus Radio Tube Company, Newark, N. J. 

ARCTy m % 

RADIO TUBES 

,0^ . sVt.cT5' - 

u 
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m 
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Every Form of DEALER HELPS in Arcturus' big 

Portfolio..SEND COUPON 
Please check your favorite sales aids below. Send 
list with coupon today. Our jobber will show 
you this big portfolio. 

□ Tube Stickers 
Book Matches 

G Post Cards 
□ Ad Reprints 
LI Cuts and Macs 
□ Electric Sign 
□ Decakomania 
D Service Policy 

. Window Streamers. 
Li Window Display Sets 
□ Characteristic Chart 
O Portable Tube Tester 
□ Counter Tube Tester 
□ "Dayrad" Oscillator 

"Dayrad " Set Tester 
□ "Supreme" Analyzer 

f 

Arcturus Radio Tube Co. 
Newark N. J. 

I want to look over your big portfolio ol dealers' 
sales and service helps, (Dept. 255) 

ATame- 

Slreet- 

□ Price Card 
□ Stationery 
□ Log & Price List 
□ Display Cartons and Tubes 
□ Rider's Manuals (incl. Vol. 5) 
□ "Supreme" Tube Tester (Neon lamp) 

City, SUilt- 

Jobher's Name— 

Jobber's Address, City— 
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POWERFUL 1 935 ADVERTISING 

CAMPAIGN livery housewife who reads 
or hears will know about Shelvudor duriug 1935; 
for Crosley is inaugurating the biggest, most far- 
reaching, most comnianding advertising cam- 
paign .in Shelvador history. In many nationtil 
pniilici*tions, over the mighty WLW—"the 

\alion's Station"— the story will be told dra- 
matically. vividly, effectively. 

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS 

INE brand new models—enhanced in beauty, im- 
proved in performance where possible. And a new 

selling slogan—"This much more in a Shelvador! ' A 
slogan that is at once a claim and a demonstration of a 
definite, tangible advantage that distinguishes the 
Crosley Shelvador from every other electric refrigerator. 

"This much more in a Shelvador"—and twice as easy 
to lind! For the housewife, 50% more "usable" space 
and half the hunting. For the Crosley dealer, sales, 
sales, SALES I 
During 1931 the Crosley Shelvador was the fastest growing electric 
refrigerator, in point of sales, in the entire held. And 1935 will be 
as much greater than 1931 as 1931 was ahead of 1935. \V hyp lle- 
cause the Crosley Shelvador is the one outstanding feature electric 
refrigerator on the market. It is way ahead in roominess and con- 
venience, ahead in beauty, ahead in quality, ahead in value. Its 
advanlages are so obvious, so easy to see, that no housewife can 
fail to realize that if she doesn't, get a Crosley Shelvador she doesn't 
get \LL that electric refrigeration can give her. 
Think of the all-purpose utility of the 1935 Crosley Shelvador line- 
Two table model Shelvadors ranging from 2 to 3 cu. ft. capacity; 
1 Shelvador models from ( to 7 cu. ft.; 3 Tri-Shclvador models from 
4.3 to 7 cu. ft. Prices that start as low as $79.5(1, delivered. No 
wonder you cannot afford XOT to handle Crosley during 1935. 
(iet in touch with your Crosley distributor. 

THE CROSLEY RADIO 
i'iitrn'rr Man ufnrr urrr of Katlia fivinfi Si-Is1 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY..INSTALLATION..ONE YEAR FREE SERVICE 
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...AND 9 BRAND NEW MODELS ^ 

2 TABLE 5HELVADOR 
MODELS 

Table Shelvader FR 20 
t. 2 cu. ft. NET ea- ■ pacity. 2 ice iraya— - 42 cubes. Keml-her- inctic rotary com- prewHor, liltuenslons; I 36" liik'li. 23 x" wide. I 25"decp. 

a $79.50 

Table Shelvador FR-30 
3.1 cu. ft. NET ca- pacity. 2 ice tray8— 42 cubes. Rotary compressor. Same di- mensions as l' tt-20. 

$04.50 

NEW ROTARY COMPRESSOR 
Uswi on table iiiodeis. Only 3 movinp parts; virtually trouble-free. Serni- 
hermelically sealed- I ses Theruian 
liquid nou - poisonous, non - in 
flammable, rum-corrusive, odorless 

4 SHELVADOR MODELS 
ALL CROSLEY SHELVADOR AND T RI - 
SHELVADOR MODELS J!WE THESE: FEA- 
TURES: Automatic interior iliurninulion. venti- 
lated front, no-stpp defrosting control, sturnped- 
brass hardware, chromium plated, stainless steel 
rim around top, white lacquer, porcelain interior. 

Sfielvador Model FMO 
4.00 cu. It. NKT ca- pacity. 8.6 sq. ft. shelf area. 2 tee trays 42 cubes. Ditnens ions : 521," hlKb. 23 H" wide. 25 .H " deep. 

$112.50 

Shelrador Mode? FA-50 
5 en. ft. NET capacity. 11.3 sq. ft. shelf area. 2 ice trays 42 cubes— one double-deptb tray. Dimensions; 56 H " lush, vK>- 25yii" wide, 24 3 i" deep. 
$120.50 

P FA-50: Same With por- celain exterior $152.00 

4 ■ 

Shelvador 
Model Fft-70 

7.08 cu. ft, NET capacity. 14.f) sti. ft. shelf area. 4 ice trays - 84 ^ c vibes-—one double-depth: tray. Dimeuslons; 57 4" high, 32?-.i" * wide, 26 Ji" deep. 
Same with iJbrcelaln $194.50 

Stielvador Model FA-80 
6 cu. ft. NET capacity. 13.5 sq. ft. shelf area. 3 ice trays—63 cubes— one double-depth tray. Dimensions: 56 "t" high, 30H" wide. 25?x" deep. 
$149.50 

PFA-GO: Same with por- celain exterior $174,50 

PFA-7D; exterior 
Cood Housckeemno 

3 TRI-SHELVADOR 

MODELS 
Tfl-SbeUador Model F-43 

<. 4.3 cu. ft. NET capacity, tp 0.16 sq. ft., sbeir area. 2 Jce trays—42: cuIhw-— one double-depib tray. Dlroeaslons; 56 0-16'' high. 23 H" wide. 23?^" deep: 
$199.50 

PF-43j Same with nor- cetaln exterior $159.50 

■$ > • S 

Tfi-Shelvador Mod^ F-55 
6.61 on, ft. NET Capac- ity. ll.dstpft Sheifarea. 3 ice trays—63 cubes— One (ioublc-tloptb tray. Dlnrenslobfi: 67 K" high, 20" wide, 24 h" deep. 
$164.50 

A* - 

aelain exrerior itb por 5187.0 

Ttl-Sb^adsr F-70 
7,08 ou ft. NET capuc- ity. H.Osq, ft shelf urea, t ler trays- 84 cubes - one double-depth tray. Dimensions: 58 ci" high. 32 V wide. 2$H" deep. 
$189.50 

PF-70; Same, with por- celain cxXenur 5219.50 

TRI-SHELVADOR ADDS 3 FEATURES TO THE SHELVADOR 
The Trl-Shelvador has all the features of the Slu-lvador mill in addition the following: 
1—SHEL VATRAY. Handy shelf dial drops to llorl- xonlal position. J'lace articles on Shelvat-ray and carry them (Sbelvatray ami all; lo table, range, or cabinet. (Patent pending.} 
2—SHELVABASKET. A mm-refrigerated basket ou bottom of door for greens, carrots, cabbages, aud the like. (Patent pending.) 
3 STO RABIN, M on-rcfrigeratcd bin in bottom part of cabinet for reserve bottles, potatoes, onions, and other bulk items. (Patent pending.) 
In addition- self-closing stainless steel door to frecaing chamber. 

Alo/Uana, Wyoming, dolor a do. Nnr Mexico or id we.sl, prices si in Idly higher, 

CORPORATION • CINCINNATI ROWEL CROSLEY, Jr., f'nsi.h tu. 
Ho live of *'thc JSat.itm^s W I.W—^600,000 watts— most powerful in tbe worltl——41) on ycIIIr iltjtl 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE DELI VERY.. INSTALLATION.. ONE YEAR FREE SERVICE 
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YOU (W BE SURE 

that the tubes you carry 

aren't being sold elsewhere 

at lower prices, while mas- 

querading under a series of 

different brand names. 
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TUNG-SOL 

^]c?m-|Laur radio'iIuAei!- 

are marketed under a time-proved Protection Plan by 

selected Tung-Sol retail partners. Qualified indepen- 

dent dealers are invited to write us for complete details. 

TUNG-SOL RADIO TUBES, INC., NEWARK, N. J. 

* Twelve licensed manufacturers have 

made 139 brands of radio tubes 

Here is a tube with only one standard 

of quality and one name...TUNG-SOL 

...and TUNG-SOL retail partners get 

full profit on every sale 

%mm§ 
tI 

* 

Atlanta Boston Charlotto Cleveland Chicago Dallas Detroit Kansas City Los Angeies New York 
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Model 100. All-Wave seven- 
tube AC superheterodyne. 13 
to 555 meters. 12-inch dynamic 
speaker, automatic volume con- 
trol and tone control. Walnut 
console. List price, $99.50. 

Model 28. Police, amateur and 
regular broadcast. Five-tube 
AC superheterodyne. Dynamic 
speaker, automatic overload 
control. Walnut upright table 
cabinet. List price, $31.95. 

Mode! 32. Long and Short 
Wave five-tube AC-DC super- 
heterodyne. Dynamic speaker, 
automatik: volume control. 
Walnut compact cabinet. List 
price. $33.00. 

"Emerson 

Radio 

^mer^om 
Radio and 
Television 

9/ 

Fro m Farm House to Luxurious 

Drawing Rooms, Emerson Radio 

Distributors and Dealers Meet Every Need with 

Only 12 Models—$19.95 to $99.50. 

m- m 

- 

Model 69. Round-tbe-W orld 
six-tube AC superheterodyne. 
19 to 53 meters and 170 to 555 
meters. Dynamic speaker, auto- 
matic volume control. Walnut 
console. List price. $69.50. 

Model ?L All-Wave seven-tube 
AC superheterodyne. 13 to 555 
meters. Dynamic speaker, 
automatic volume control and 
tone control. Walnut upright 
table cabinet. List price, 
$69.50. 

IS 

// 

6 Emerson AC-DC iracie 

Six-Tube Performance in a Compact 

Model 19—the four-tube superheterodyne sensation of the 
industry. Specially designed circuit employs dual-purpose 
tubes, automatic overload control, dynamic speaker and 
other big-set features. Neat Bakelite cabinet. 
List price, $19.95 

Model 17—Same as Mode! 19, in black cabinet with chrome 
trimming, $2S.OO 

Model 45. Round-the-World 
six-tube AC superheterodyne. 
19 to 53 meters and 170 to 555 
meters. Dynamic speaker, auto- 
matic volume control. Walnut 
upright table cabinet. List 
price, $44 50. 

€ 

mamm 

Model 38. Round-the-World 
six-tube AC-DC superhetero- 
dyne. 19 to 53 meters and 170 
to 555 meters. Dynamic 
speaker, automatic volume con- 
trol. Walnut midget cabinet, 
List price, $39.50. 

Model 49. Round-the-World six- 
tube AC-DC superheterodyne, 19 to 
53 meters and 170 to 555 meters. 
Dynamic speaker. Automatic vol- 
ume control. Walnut cabinet. List 
price, $49.50. 

Model 280. FARM Radio (BAT- 
TERY operated) Round-the-World 
Superheterodyne. 19.3 to 52.5 
meters and 180 to 555 meters. Per- 
manent Magnet Dynamic Speaker. 
Walnut cabinet. List price, $44.50. 

> l-r- f.' 
Kl ril 

All Emerson Models Equipped With RCA Radiotrons 
Send for Details of the Kmerson Proposition 

Model 24. Regutat broadcast 
AC-DC- Four-tube superhetero- 
dyne. Dynamic speaker. Wal- 
nut cabinet. List price, $25.00. 

EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION, 111 Eighth Avenue, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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The idol of the refrigerator 

industry has become the idol 

of every housewife 

THE F-M REFRIGERATOR, WITH THE NEW CONSERVADOR, 

!S SETTING A RECORD NOT ONLY FOR DEALERS BUT 

FOR HOUSEWIVES THROUGHOUT AMERICA  

0 Wide-awake dealers have recognized 
the importance and e\clusiveness <»f the 
CONSEKVADOU—and have hooked I heir 
hand wagon to Fairhanks-Morse. \mer- 
iean housewives, with a habit of being 
thrifty, regardless of ineome—have in- 
stantly aeee|>led this new outstanding 
feature. They like its convenient shelves 
because it keeps foods most frequently 
used right up in front where they belong. 
And they realize that the CONSEKVADOU, 
by sealing in the main storage compart- 
ment, prevents the escape of cold air and 
saves eleetrieity. 

There is no doubt about it. The Fair- 
hanks-Morse is selling fast—and sales are 
increasing daily! find out about the iy.'lfi 
F-M franeliise. It will be the most valu- 
able move you've ever made. Write, phone 
or wire for complete information and 
name of nearest distributor. Fairbanks- 
Morse Home Appliances, Inc., (AO South 
Green Street, Ghieago. 

f.Vf />■ Ithlrvss: V ilHMOIlSi:. (HIC U.O 

FAIRBANKS-MORS 
RADIOS-WASHING M ACH t N ES - i RO N E R S 

MietQCJ 
■■ 

I 

0 
B ~.- ' i 

■ 

ft. 1m 

lOS YEARS OF PROGRESS IN PRE \vi» V CIS!ON MANUFACTURING 
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TO GUARANTEE LABORATORY QUALITY 

More than 95 minute pieces of wire, metal ar.d 
chemicals are processed with microscopic accuracy 
into the assemblage of a Raytheon Tube. 

4-Pillar support anchors these elements 
rigidly and gives Raytheon Tubes a matchless 
sturdiness and makes them outstanding favor- 
ites, particularly where dependability and 
long life are vital factors. Now Raytheon 
Tubes are packed in "Factory Sealed" Cartons. T« TEST 

Do not break cor- 
ners. Push tube 
downward in box. 

Sold by good radio dealers. Recommended and used 
by reputable service men everywhere. 

Itftilt'i-s New 1935 displays are ready 
— use the coupon. 

Sfrrivi* Men Vtt/e: 1935 Tube Characteristic 
Chart now available—use the coupon. 

RAYTHEON PRODUCTION CORPORATION 
30 E. 42 St, 55 Chapel St. 445 Lake Shore Dr. 555 Howard St. 
New York Newton, Mass. Chicago San Francisco 

RAYTH Eon 

RAVTHtOH VorV, H.V. 

D—AZ'30 
rJ ,,35 Tub® thart 

TBAOB-MA.UK 
4-PILLAR RADIO TUBES 
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1920 

The First 
Fada Radio 

was built jJL fL a d i o 

1935 

Over 1,000,000 
Fada Radio 

Owners 

PRESENTING 3 NEW 8 TUBE WORLD-WIDE 

RADIOS THAT ARE DESTINED TO BE GREAT 
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FADA 1582) and 1582|K 
ARE HOUSED IN THIS SUPERLATIVE 

BURL WALNUT CABINET 
FADA 15S2 ) CONSOLE MODEL:—s-tubc World Wide A-€ Super- 
heterodyne g-iving- 11-tube performanee. Tuning- range 510 to 1500 K.C.— 5.4 to 15.8 M.C. 115 volts—50-60 cycles. Push pull audio system giving 
6 watts undistorted output, automatic tone regulator inter-station noise suppression. 7 tuned circuits, 3 gang condenser. R.F. stage on both bands, full vision airplane dial calibrated in K.C, and M.O., dual speed tuning, phono jack, variable tone control, diode detection, rubber mounted chassis, full automatic volume control, electrostatically shielded to prevent line noises. 12-inch dynamic speaker, 
FADA 1582 JK: —Same chassis specifications described above with 
High Fidelity reproducer with frequency range from 50 to 7500 cycles. 
The finest tone quality ever achieved in a radio selling for only $124.75. 
FADA 1582 H TABLE MODEL;^s amc chassis specifications described 
above in an exquisite walnut cabinet, as illustrated, with large dynamic 
speaker of line tone quality. 

All models Complete with RCA Tubes 

FADA 1582H 
TABLE MODEL 

FADA 1582J 
CONSOLE 

FADA 1582JK 
Ht-FIDELITY 

75 
$6995 j9995 $124 

New 8-tiibe world-wide radios by Fada that give 

every dealer a REAL VALUE LEADER in the 

three fastest selling price classes. Their unusual 

beauty of design . . . their unsurpassed tone 
quality . . . their unmatched performance will 

win consumer acceptance immediately—with a 
real profit margin for the dealer on every model. 

There is 

a Fada 

Radio to 

1/eet Every 

Buying 

Demand 

PRICED FROM 

$1995 

to 

»12475 

FADA 1582M TABLE MODEL 

FADA RADIO and ELECTRIC COMPANY Cable address 
"FA DARAD/O" LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y. 
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LAUNCHED by the wholesalers at Chicago last June as a "Five Point 
Plan" for the national promotion of radio; adopted by the RMA. 

—' in modified form, last August; scheduled to start last November— 
Radio's "All-Industry" campaign has been marking time. This is regret- 
able. 

As is generally the case, inability to finance a sizeable "war chest" is the 
underlying cause. Manufacturers will not—or cannot—come across. 

Radio needs constructive publicity, in large gobs, now more than ever 
before. Radio needs nation-wide, cooperative, promotion because the 
public now is caking this miracle for granted, and spending its money for 
other merchandise—where the appeal to buy is heard the loudest. 

PUBLICISTS agree that $100,000 for a national campaign would be 
but a drop in the bucket. Yet this minimum amount, on final analysis, 

seems to be beyond the powers of the RMA to raise. 
Another method, suggested by the Wholesalers' Committee on sales 

promotion, would be to enforce an industry tax of five cents per set on 
dealer, jobber and manufacturer—a total of 15 cents. Such a plan might 
yield five times $100,000. Furthermore if each dealer and jobber has a 
small personal "stake" in such a campaign he will do everything in his 
powrer to promote it locally. 

In the meantime, let's face the situation honestly. Possibly no one's to 
blame. It is conceivable that a sufficient sum just can't be raised by "moral 
suasion"—that, in his secret heart, the individual manufacturer prefers to 
use his own money in his own way. 

BUT all is not lost by any means. This situation should be accepted as 
a challenge, as an urgent call for every dealer, jobber and manufac- 

turer to do his own promotional job just that much more aggressively. 
Let territorial radio organizations tell the story of radio's vital contribu- 
tions to the life of our nation. Let each radio man stand on his own feet 
and wave his own flag. 

Sales elfort, to a greater extent than ever before, is the battle order. 
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Extend ED-Band Receivers 

Presented as a Sales Tool for Dealers Who Must Explain Confusing Range Differences 

PKW consumers understand exactly what is meant 
by such terms as "extended-band" and "allwave." 

How much does an extended-band extend? How 
many waves are included in an alhvave receiver? How 
wide a range is needed? 

Explanations require complicated comparison of virtu- 
ally every make and model with an equally complicated 
spectrum chart showing types of transmission at various 
frequencies. Usually, the consumer emerges in a fog 
. . . even if the salesman himself enters where angels 
fear to tread with a clear head. 

On the opposite page, Radio Retailing presents a 
chart which will help simplify the problem. 

We iiave attempted to break down types of receivers 
offered the man in the street into 10 groups, classified 
by approximate tuning range. These 10 types appear as 
horizontal bars and are arranged in the probable order 
of popularity. 

At the left we have given each type a name. The 
names are not advanced as a standard and are probably 
no less ambiguous than others in common use, We 
simply needed a means of identification. 

The headings of vertical columns indicate types of 
stations receivable. We have included only voice and 

music service, in which the average consumer is primariiv 
interested, omitting code channels. 

The frequency and wavelength limits of each "band" 
is indicated above and below each bar. Where a bar is 
filled in with a scale it means the receiver tunes in 
that area. 

For the benefit of sticklers: The width of the bars 
bears no relation to the relative width of the bands. 
And while the average receivers cut off at about the 
points indicated some sets do extend beyond these points 
. . . or do not quite reach them. 

In other words, we claim "poetic license" in the prepa- 
ration of this chart. It lias been necessary to cut corners 
in order to produce a usable sales tool. 

How may it be used as such? 
Check up on the frequency bands covered by receivers 

now in stock. List them- in the column provided at 
the right, placing sets opposite bars which most nearly 
correspond. Then, when a customer wants more than 
just broadcast reception and appears pussled as to how 
much more he wants give him a chart talk. 

For complete details as to the exact nature of assigned 
bands and their widths see the supplemental chart on 
pages 22 and 23. 

ADOPT CONSERVATIVE TUBE DISCOUNTS 

While a certain degree of improvement is apparent 
in the tube situation, the price picture is still far from 
satisfactory. The tube makers, with few exceptions, 
are still doing business at a substantial loss, while the 
discount structure remains topheavy—and the net profit 
income for the retailer (in dollars) is uninspiring. 
Price cutting continues despite the laudatory efforts of 
the manufacturers to do away with this practice. 

It is clear that the right way to meet the cut price 
bargain offer is to stick to one's guns. Meet price 
salesmanship (?) with performance arguments—not 
by further cutting lists or spreading discounts. 

Higher lists and a retail margin of approximately 40 
per cent would work no injustice on the consumer and 
would operate for the maintenance of resale schedules. 
Such steps would give the manufacturer the compen- 
sation to which he is entitled and minimize excessive 
price cutting practices. 

1 he reason for the present situation is due, primarily, 
to competitive tactics between manufacturers. It now 
remains to correct this practice. The tube companies 

should bury tite hatchet. They should adopt a scale of 
conservative discounts in line with margins which have 
stood the test of time when applied to countless other 
products of similar price range characteristics. 

• 

SHORTWAVES IN THE "STICKS" 

Shortwave receivers, or sets of the allwave variety 
tuning on shortwaves, are commonly purchased for the 
reception of foreign stations. There is another and 
extremely practical use for them. They may be used 
to provide good radio reception of American stations, 
many of which re transmit chain programs over high- 
frequency channels, in rural districts so remote from 
regular broadcast stations that noise-free programs are 
rarely intercepted. 

KDKA in Pittsburgh, WGY in Schenectady, KYW 
and many other high-power stations of both chains 
render such shortwave service in conjunction with their 
regular broadcasts. And these shortwave transmissions 
are often received in remote, rural areas quite as well 
as standard wave transmissions from local stations. 

Radio Retailing, February, 1935 13 
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Le^s Trade Radios! 

Week-Long Campaign 

Extended to 30 Days 

of Record Breaking 

Sales Volume 

w 

HEN Evan H. Giles, buyer 
for the radio department at 
Olds, Wortman & King Co., 

tfUufk Btm Radios 

i 

m 

Portland, Oregon, planned a week 
long "Let's Trade Radios" campaign, 
he little dreamed that it would con- 
tinue for thirty days of record break- 
ing selling, with a gain of 175 per cent 
over sales of the previous year. 

"Realizing that within our own ter- 
ritory there are thousands of obsolete 
sets in use," he says, "we launched the 
"Let's Trade" event as a direct means 
of contacting potential replacement 
customers. 

"Our first step was to work out a 
trade-in offer that would give the cus- 
tomer an advantageous price for the 
old model. We finally set this allow- 
ance at a maximum of one-third the 
purchase price of the new receiver. 
For the old set we would grant its 
estimated re-sale value minus the cost 
of putting it in perfect condition—- 
a better trade-in [proposition than he ordinarily gets." 

Newspaper display advertisements featured the slogan 
"Let's Trade Radios," in conjunction with the phrase 
"We Handle the Big 6 of Radios." Tie-ups were 
arranged in window trims, within the radio department, 
and at arterial points throughout the store, where large 
framed posters repeated the catchy lines. 

From the start results exceeded fondest expectations. 
The suggestion "Let's Trade" had a ready appeal, inas- 
much as nothing was said about buying. People who 
did not wish to discard their old sets and buy new 
ones were delighted to know that their old ones had a 
substantial cash value. 

As there was no indication of sales slowing down at 
the end of the first week, Olds extended the "Let's 
Trade" plan another six days. Still the increased sell- 
ing continued. Thus encouraged, Mr. Giles ran it a 
third and then a fourth week, during which total time 
not one cent of markdown was taken on any of the new 
sets sold. 

When Giles took charge of the Radio department of 

A radio with an almost human master-unit 
which directs the Intricate operation of world- 
wide reception. Built by talented engineers and 
skillful cabinet makers—RCA radios combine 
all the elements of truly superior performance. 

Outstanding Features 
You reach far more stations. 

O Tune In on world broadcasts with greater ease and 
^ accuracy. 
^ You hear every* tone with much higher fidelity* 

A You get the exclusive "X1* bands (In 8. !0 and 
18-tube sets). 

Generous Trade-in Allowance 
Small Down Payment, Easy Terms 

Radios—Fourth Floor 93 75 

Originally planned as a six-day campaign, results justified ex- 
tending this slogan to a f ull month 

Olds, Wortman & King, less than a year ago, sales 
lagged. This was due to incomplete stocks. 

"Our first step in reorganizing the radio department," 
he says, "was to build up stocks so that complete selec- 
tions of the newest models in six nationally known 
makes were on display at all times. These we featured 
as the 'Big 6 of Radios.' 

"The next step was to bring a volume of new traffic 
into the department. For this purpose we featured a 
low price midget set as a price leader during the store- 
wide promotions staged by Olds, Wortman Sz King the 
last three daj's of every month. 

"Some dealers may refute the idea of using the 
midget model as a business builder, believing that it 
hurts the selling of high grade models. Our experience 
has proven, however, that the opposite is the case. 

"In selecting a small set for our year-round promo- 
tions, we picked a type to retail, at a close mark-up, for 
less than $15. In this number we do not feature brand, 
but rather sise and price, hence are in a way to accept 
the most advantageous buys that the market affords. 

14 Radio Retailing, February, 1935 



''People didn't seem to realise the cash value of their old sets until the catch 
phrase 'Let's Trade' woke them up" 

"During- store wide promotions, we feature our midget 
radios at $12.95. Throughout the remainder of the 
month they are priced slightly higher. We buy these 
sets 100 at a time. 

"Just how effective the midget promotional idea is in 
increasing general sales throughout the department may 
be gleaned from the fact that unit set sales have been 
raised from the $16.50 level of last year to $34. Though 
we have sold as high as 154 midget sets, at $12.95, in a 
single day, we lose no opportunity to grade these cus- 
tomers up to a higher priced model. During the 'Let's 
Trade' campaign a quantity of midgets was disposed 
of but the greater number of sales were for models 
priced around $100. 

"The scene for the grading up process is set in ad- 
vance. Every $12.95 midget in the store is displayed 
in a group with sets at the next higher price level. Thus 
the customer has her attention attracted to sets priced 
at $18.95 and $29.95. Seven times out of ten the sale re- 
verts to a higher priced model in one of our featured 'Big 
6' brands," acording to buyer Giles. 

Promotional Days Move Trade-'tns 

Promotional events give Olds quick turnover on 
trade-in sets. They're grouped around a large show 
card, emphasizing the low prices on reconditioned sets. 

Olds does not stage big sales of obsolete radios bought 
from some manufacturer at a price. This type of busi- 
ness is felt to be injurious to the radio department. 

"With the midget set that we feature during promo- 
tions, the customer does not expect a great deal other 
than a small set which can be taken around on trips or 
vacations, or used as an extra set for the kitchen or 
bedroom. In our experience, the little cheap set is just 
another market for selling radios, and in no ways affects 
the sale of higher priced models," Mr, Giles once again 
emphasized. 

"In so far as the selling of shortwave, foreign recep- 
tion sets are concerned," he declares, "we were faced 
with a problem which we worked out with a sales policy 
based on selling experience. 

"In the first place, Pacific Coast reception of European 
station broadcasts is not what the national advertiser 
claims for it. It in no way compares with the recep- 
tion obtained from local stations. We thus have to 
overcome this obstacle of exaggerated manufacturer 
statements. 

"We set about to convince customers that the short- 
wave models of our 'Big 6 of radios' will pick up 
foreign broadcasts better than any other we know of. 
We do not encourage our customers to tune in on 
broadcasts for the quality of entertainment to be derived, 
but rather for the novelty, and tell them that if they 
are particularly interested in some special foreign pro- 
gram that they will be able to obtain it with maximum 
satisfaction from an all-wave set purchased here." 

itni 

1 

Typical arrangement of receivers showing how the 
smaller sets are displayed in association with those 

in the next higher price bracket 

Radio Retailing, February, 1935 15 



TTT^ A r IA the knife over an alcohol flame, 
XiXl/1\. X then gather on it a bit of shellac THFN ^ indentation until surface comes slightly above the woodwork 

E very Dealer his own 

\ 

/ 

Till'", average radio dealer can repair 80 per cent of 
all radio cabinet surface defects himself, even 
though he knows but little about the art of wood 

hnisbing. He can make bis sets look practically as good 
as new at an initial cost, for materials, of not more than 
a one dollar bill. 

When one considers the cost of complaints, of return- 
ing consoles to the factory, and of having unsightly 
woodwork spoil the chances of a sale, one wonders why 
all dealers do not spend this dollar, practice up a bit. and 
become their own cabinet retuiishers. 

No less an authority than George Weiss, head of the 

Even for eliminating deep scratches 
the materials required are inexpensive 
ami easily obtained. They are item- 
ised in the article. The shirt-sleeved 
gentleman is George Weiss, Aeolian 
Company. \'cte York, who helped 

prepare this article 

16 Radio Retailing, February, 1933 



SAND with a fine grade of sandpaper FINISH with crude oil, ruhbing-in mixture 

> 

Ji to 

Fi R URNITURE rvEFIMSHER 

"get-read\ " department of the Aeolian Company, and a 
cal>inet craftsman of wide experience, is responsible for 
the preceding remarks. 

According to Mr. Weiss there are five kinds of dam- 
age to fine woodwork finishes which generally can be 
repaired by the dealer: press marks (bruises due to 
improper packing; scratches (deep and surface) ; dents; 
rubbed edges and fractures. 

The tools and materials required by the refinisher are; 
(Juan bottle of crude oil thinned with ben- 

zine—j oil, 3 benzine $0.15 
Furniture glue 10 
Steel wool, very fine 10 
0000 pumice stone powder 10 
Walnut stain 15 
0000 sand paper 10 
Alcohol lamp  10 
Stick of transparent, burning-in shellac 15 
Small knife or scalpel 05 

$1.00 
Alt the above supplies may be obtained from any paint 

supply store, The scalpel can be shaped from a small 
table knife and the alcohol "lamp" made by cutting off 
the small end of a machine oil can nozzle and inserting 
a wick. 

Now for the actual "technique" or procedure required 
lor cabinet refinishing. 

Many bruises and scratches come from careless pack- 
ing or unpacking. It the cabinet lias a "press mark," as 
it is called, first rub down well with the crude oil and 
benzine mixture. Follow with the pumice stone over the 
entire surface and finish with a dry rag. To apply the 
pumice, dip a rag soaked in crude oil in the pumice 
powder. 

Surface scratches should receive the same kind of 
treatment lint deep marks must first be filled. For the 

POLISH with dry rag over entire surface 

latter, light the alcohol lamp, soften the shellac stick in 
its flame and get a piece of this transparent wax on the 
side of the rubhing-in knife. After the indentation lias 
been filled, sand the projecting rough surface flush with 
the wood. The job is then finished in the same manner 
as for "press marks" or superficial scratches. Minor 
dents should be given similar treatment. Deep dents 
sometimes may be swollen flush by the application of hot 
water or steam. This process, however, requires care 
and moderation or the glue under the veneering will 
become moist and the veneer peel, 

Rubbed edges are a common occurrence. They give 
the cabinet a shopworn look and should be attended to 
at once. Generally an alcohol rub, applied with a piece 
of felt, along these edges will suffice. This liquid should 
he colored with walnut, oak or mahogany stain according 
to the finish of the set. Bottles of these various stains 
should be kept on band. 

Radio Rduiliiiji, Ft'hniary. I'':/ 17 



We 

^ant Battery Sets 

IT'S a sad tale, mates. Ten million unwired homes 
crying for battery sets; dealers and distributors im- 
ploring their suppliers to "please ship us farm mar- 

ket receivers"—and empty shelves when the prospect 
comes in to buy. Relief money waiting to be spent—and 
the set makers too busy with the city trade to organize 
their rural outlets or to tool tip for battery set quantity 
production. 

Receiver manufacturers from one to two months be- 
hind on deliveries. Distribution geared for the saturated 
wired home market but many missing cogs in the farm 
territory. Opportunists seizing their chance and sup- 
plying this market with unreliable sets through chain 
stores, catalogue houses and non-radio outlets. 

These pitiable cases are now a part of 1934 history: 
A prominent batter}' maker, who has spent over S400.- 

000 promoting the farm market deluged by distributors 
asking tor battery sets. Three of the largest jobbers in 
the South writing that so great was the demand through- 
out the entire fall of 1934 they couldn't keep batter}' 
operated sets in their warehouses—and a majority of 
sales in the higher priced models, too. 

Two hundred and seventy-five dealers signing an 
agreement with said batterv manufacturer to exhibit a 

special display promoting battery sets at county fairs and 
25 per cent of these dealers unable to exhibit because 
they couldn't obtain sets. 

At the Mational Corn Husking contest held in the 
Northwest, a special exhibit of battery sets was arranged. 
The state was scoured for battery sets. Less than half a 
dozen were obtained. 

/n other words, the most fertile market for radio re- 
ceivers today is being worked in a hit or miss fashion 
by the nationally known manufacturers while the cream 
is being skimmed by others. Wake up, Mr, Manufac- 
turer, before the opportunists become so entrenched that 
if will be too late! 

The 1935 lines, with few exceptions, contain at least 
one battery operated receiver. Many of the manufac- 
turers, and quite wisely, list two or three numbers, of 
which one is a high priced console, it isn't that this type 
of set has been overlooked by the designers. The modern 
battery receiver is a splendid instrument with beautiful 
tonal value and with low current drain. The trouble 
lias been that the manufacturers have underproduced. 

Right now is the time to correct this condition. Now 
is the time to build up inventories and to get behind the 
battery manufacturers who are developing this market. 

Another Angle of the Mattery Set Situation 

How Shall We Answer This 

Dealer's Letter, Mr. Manufacturer ? 

We have been in radio since 1922, Have always han- 
dled a high grade set. But today, as never before, we are 
suffering from the onslaught of Sears Roebuck and Mont- 
gomery Ward. Seventy per cent of our sales are battery 
sets—and there is no way that we can find to compete 
with these houses. Their sets have the eye appeal and 
many of the features of the higher priced lines we carry. 
In many cases they are made by a manufacturer that 
makes a "standard" brand set. How can we sell against 
this competition? 

If this situation continues the batterv set business oi 

the manutacturers and jobbers, as well as we dealers, will 
soon be gone. These mail order firms are selling a re- 
ceiver for $60 while f must ask $90 for one of similar 
appearance and performance. I will agree that, many 
times, my line is somewhat better—but there is too much 
difference in price. 

What is the answer? What are the set makers going to 
do to protect the country dealer against this kind of 
competition ? 

EVERGREEN LAWN FARMS 
Slaiicsiittc, IV. Vu. 
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SPRING'S "just around the corner." And with its 
coming the young (married) man's fancy will turn 

to thoughts of electrical refrigeration. Beat him to it ! 
Now is the time to identify your store, definitely, as "Re- 
frigeration Headquarters" The sale starts with the dis- 
play sign. J f well done, the bigger the better. 

And then follow through—by telling the world that it's 
the radio sales-engineering type of dealer that has demon- 
strated, in three short years, his special ability and facili- 
ties to sell—and service—that naturally allied product, 
the electric refrigerator. 

Who developed a new refrigerant? A radio manufac- 
turer! Who first realized the food storage possibilities 
of the refrigerator door? Right. A radio man! And 
who's doing the best distribution job? Radio whole- 
salers ! Likewise it's the radio dealer who is best equipped 
to do a real selling job to the consumer. 

So we say, get started now ! After the sign is made and 
placed in position and your 1935 models suitably arranged 
at its base, photograph this pretty scene. Then get out 
a circular with this picture on the front page. 

The mailing list is a "natural." In addition to your 
radio customers, cover all the newly weds, find out who's 
moved to town, hire a couple of girls and make a "survey." 

In Letters 

3 Feet High 

—and five inches deep, this radio-electrical 

merchant resisters his store, unmistakably, 

Refrigeration Headquarters." as 

They re made with wall board and painted 

in three Colors. Total cost, ti me and ma- 
terial, $29—"and worth it." 

Incidentally, a band saw is a mighty handy 

tool. Your display man should have one. 

But the main thing is to get going. The very act of 
dolling up your store will start other trains of action— 
some of which, indirectly, will put you in touch with pros- 
pects for radio receivers. For, in your enthusiasm, don't 
forget vour first love . . . radio. 

Radio Retailing, February, 19 
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The large streamer identifies the radio depart' 
ment in a large furniture store, speeds up 
store traffic and also helps the appearance of 

the department. 

Keep there by using these effec- 

• • • • bve display and advertising ideas 
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A mirror hacks up the set, provides n good- 
looking hack-drop and at the same time per- 
mits the chassis to he examined without mov- 

ing the merchandise. 

PROPER display of sets within the store is an art, 
and. in this instance, art certainly pays. The raised 
pedestal idea employed hv many dealers glorifies 

merchandise but, says dealer Fanton, of Riverside in 
sunny California, even this lily can be gilded. 

! le not only mounts sets on low platforms to bring them 
up to eye level but places large mirrors on the wall behind 
each one. The reflectors provide an excellent hackdmp 
and permit him to point out details of chassis construc- 
tion to the technically-inclined without turning the set. 

Interesting window displays are always difficult to think 
of and often prohibitively expensive after you get the 
idea. Fanton solves both problems by playing ball with 
local people who rifle hobbies. A display of model air- 
planes contributed by a club, for example, stopped street 
traffic for a full week and pleased the model build- 
ers no end. If no other benefit bad resulted it was worth 
while to cultivate members of the club alone. Earlier this 
year a friend possessing a $3,000 collection of rare fire- 
arms contributed a window and was giad to get the puh- 
lic'tv as it put him in touch with other local collectors. 

Paul G. Freed, far away in Philadelphia, found a much 
less elaborate window streamer (juite effective. It read: 
"GOOD? I've got to he good! i'aid Freed, member of 
< ffficial Manufacturers & Philadelphia Radio Service As- 
sociations." These words were lettered on a streamer 
15 inches wide by 6 feet long, plastered across the upper 
half of the store window. Simple enough, and yet it 
brought in $38 worth of business from new customers in 
the first week and is still pulling. Curiously enough, it 

(Please turn to page 29) 
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(Left) A display of tuodel 
airplanes, harrowed from 
a local club, pleases the 
many club members and 
at the same time proves 
of interest to passer shy. 

(Right) Public-address in a trolley- 
car, a neiv idea so far as we know. 
The speakers atop the car attracted 
much attention and brought some 

rental intjuirie.%. 
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We'tl say you would! 
It's a summons inviting 
you to see new radios 

and refrigerators. 
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(Above) Even the lowly business card can 
be improved. Note the use of this dealer's 
store photo. It can't help but impress the 

customer as a reliable place. 

(Left) A nice touch this. And it does a job. 
Cost: $20 per year. Results: $1,000 worth 
of additional business over this same period. 
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FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENTS IN THE RADIO 

FOR STATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 
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FREQUENCY assignment charts have been pub- 
lished before. And some have been easier to under- 
stand than this one. It is, however, the first we 
have seen which shows in minute detail just what is 
on the air In the United States all the way from 
10.05 kilocycles (29,850 meters) right through to 
401,000 kilocycles ()4 meter). 

Ratified in 1934, it remains in effect until 1939. 
The band limits are stated in kilocycles. To con- 
vert kilocycles to megacycles simply move the deci- 
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mal point three places to the left. Thus 10.05 kc. 
becomes .01005 mc. while 401,000 kc. may also be 
stated as 401 mc. To change kc. to meters divide 
300,000 by kc. To change mc. to mtrs. divide 300 
by mc. 

If wavelength in meters is shown it may be 
changed to kilocycles or megacycles by exactly the 
same process. To convert m.trs. to kc. divide 300,- 
000 by mtrs. And to change mtrs. to mc. divide 300 
by mtrs. This is not as complicated as it sounds. 

Alt types of service are included in the chart. 
Thus transmission may be in voice or in code, the 
latter understandable if you can "copy." Or it may 
be "scrambled" voice, automatic high-speed code, 
experimental television or facsimile, decipherable 
only with suitably designed receivers. In the case 
of geophysical transmissions, used for locating min- 
eral deposits, no Intelligence is conveyed at all. 

A simplified cliart showing services most useful to 
the radio dealer appears on page 12. 
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RECORDS STAGING 
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Krauss Radio Store Reopens Record 

Department in Response to Public 

Demand — Hires Experienced Clerk 

SPECIAL TO "RADIO RETAIL- 
IMG," CINCINNATI. OHIO, FEB. -I 
— Responding to an increasing demand 
for all types of phonograph records. 
Morris Krauss, proprietor of the Kranss 
Radio Stores, this city, has added a 
record department to the many activities 
of this well known electrical appliance 
emporium. Miss Dorothy Doemling, 
who has studied music in Europe and 
in the United States, has been engaged 
to serve the recorded music require- 

ments of the southern Ohio clientele. In 
the halcyon days of the phonograph 
Krauss' record counter dominated the 
entire left side of his store. 

"Although the record department has 
been reopened less than seven weeks, 
sales have been heavier than antici- 
pated." states Miss Doemling. "With 
present-day delivery and sales promo- 
tional services, which the record makers 
have developed, it is possible to take 
care of all requests for popular numbers 

and the classics without maintaining an 
inventory of unsafe proportions." 

Miss Doemling has built up a mailing 
list of music lovers whose sales produc- 
tiveness already more than covers the 
cost of dircct-by-mail circularization. 
Names are obtained primarily from the 
published lists of those attending local 
concerts and from the secretaries of 
Cincinnati's musical organizations, 

Of special interest to radio dealers 
is the stimulating effect which the avail- 
ability of records has had on the sale of 
combination instruments. Miss Doemling 
introduces: all record customers, whose 
phonographs are out of date, to the 
door salesman on radio sets. Likewise, 
prospects for the better receivers are 
conducted to the record counter in an 
endeavor to interest them in the su- 
perior entertainment value of an instru- 
ment that will play the latest recordings. 
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STRONG COMEBACK 

Survey of Music Stores in East 

Reveals 50 Per Cent Increase in 

Demand for Phonograph Discs 

People are becoming more music- 
conscious. This is the majority verdict 
of New York state and New England 
dealers in phonograph records, com- 
binations, pianos and sheet music. Disk 
sales have risen steadily during the past 
six months, say these merchants, thus 
confirming Radio Retailing's many pre- 
dictions that recorded music was about 
to stage a strong comeback. 

America's leading weekly, the Satur- 
day Evening Post, wanted to know just 
what the public was doing for home 
entertainment these days. It ascer- 
tained, among other things, that record 
sales are up approximately 50 per cent. 
Here are typical statements from inn.-ic 
dealers: 

The Bauroer Piano Company, New 
Rochelte, N. Y., reported increased sales 
of portable phonographs and electrical 
pick-ups as well as records. Said its 
manager: "Our record business is twice 
that of a year ago. Many customers 
prefer music of their own selection. 
Have been selling pianos for 2K years 
and have yet to see as lively a demand 
for both new and used as right now." 

Baumer's White Plains branch re- 
ported a 75 per cent increase in record 
sales. Hunt's, same city, is selling twfice 
as many records as last year. Don- 
nell's, Rye, N. V.. observes a healthy 
increase in the disk business—"haven't 
gone after it particularly"—and is mov- 
ing quite a few portables and radio- 
phonographs. The same tale from 
Weale's, Middletown, N. Y. 

Eastman's, Newburg, noted a 50 per 
cent increase in record sales and has 
promoted the "Duo Junior" with profit- 
able results. Hickok's, Poughkeepsic. 
reported a "decided" increase in popu- 
lar records. All the preceding also re- 
port large increases in the sale of sheet 
music. 

In Connecticut, Meade's, at Green- 
wich, was gratified with its. better 
record business: "We recently sold a 
number of electric pick-ups and player 
piano rolls have begun to be in de- 
mand." Pufrers, Stamford, say, "Sheet 
music sales are way ahead, so are 
records. . , . More customers than ever 
seem to select their own music for en- 

tertainment." Same sentiments from the 
Piquette store, Bridgeport, 

Records always have sold well in col- 
lege towns. The I.ooinis Temple of 
Music, New Haven, reported the sale 
of records, particularly of the better 
type, double that of last year : "We are 
selling numerous sets in albums at 
prices from $6 up to $20 . . . also more 
phonographs. In fact, 90 per cent of 
our sales have been combination 
phonographs." In Waterbury, McCoy's 
claimed a 100 per cent increase at its 
disk counter and suggested that manu- 
facturers WILL have to start making 
MORE STRAIGHT PHONOGRAPHS OR IN- 
EXPENSIVE COMUl NATION SETS. The 
New England Music Shop, in the same 
city, is going after business from 
schools—and finding it worthwhile. 

Metropolitan Mid- 

Winter Sates Best 

in Seven Years 

NEW YORK CITY, FEB. 5— 
Special survey discloses many dealers, 
who have done little disk business dur- 
ing the depression, surprised at present 
demand and re-stocking records. Hruno- 

■ New York, Inc., Victor jobber, reports 
largest record turnover in years. Phil 
Silverman, head of this department, 
states that his recent holiday business 
equalled that of 1929. "Many retailers 
did a splendid job with turn-table at- 
tachments for radio sets, making new 
customers for records whenever one 
was sold." 

The recently revitalized record de- 
partment at G. Schirmer, Inc., plugged 
this item consistently. A small ad in 
The New Yorker sold five "Duos" the 
next afternoon and netted $60 worth 
of records to these same purchasers. 
"Every instrument sale eventually is 
equalled by orders for records to go 
with it," states the manager of this 

Lacking a suitable factory-made model. 
Schirmers designed and had assembled 
this special a.c.-d.c. turntable and 
pick-up for its quality trade. It sells 

for $35. 
Note the manner in which floor con- 
soles are protected from dirt and 
damage by placing them on a square 

of beaver board. 

department, a well known music critic. 
"As a large part of Manhattan Island 

uses d.c., we had to build an accessory 
housing a universal motor that could 
lie used with these sets. We located the 
right size cabinet, installed an efficient 
motor and a quality pick-up. We sell 
the outfit for $35, more than twice the 
amount asked for the a.c. attachment. 
We get around the troublesome con 
vertor problem by hooking one of these 
d.c. turn-tables to an X model d.c. 
Philco. This provides a combination 
of superior tone quality for only $135. 
The new radios offer little installation 
difficulty and itv every case where the 
set has a large speaker, records repro- 
duce exceptionally well. Of course we 
display a number of phonograph at- 
tachments in the store; that sells the 
customer nine times out of ten. 

"However, not every dealer is taking 
advantage of the opportunities for in- 
stalling pick-ups. Connections to the 
ground and grid do the trick. Hook a 
few of the turn-table and pick-up at- 
tachments to sets in your store—you'll 
he getting on the recorded music band 
wagon before you know it. It's not the 
uphill pull you might believe," con- 
cludes Schirmers radio and record 
manager. 
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NEWS OF THE MONTH 

CODE OPERATING PLAN ARRANGED BY 

RMA WITH NRA AND NEMA COMMITTEE 

Compromise Worked Out—Petition for Independent Radio Code Withdrawn 

Continued NRA operations of the radio industry under the present electrical 
code but with definite allocation of receiving set and other manufacturers into dis- 
tinct radio and electrical groupings was arranged at the Washington conference 
on January 15 of NRA with code committees and the National Electrical Manu- 
facturers Association, 

No revision of the electrical code is in prospect. Therefore, the present wage 
and hour labor provisions, trade practices, etc., of the electrical code promise to 
continue indefinitely. 

At this conference RMA presented and 
the National Recovery Administration ac- 
cepted an agreement on a course of code 
action affecting radio manufacturers. It 
provides that the RMA and the radio 
"industry" be officially recognized by the 
government and by NEMA, to include 
manufacturers of receiving sets and a large 
number of parts and accessory manufac- 
turers. These were definitely allocated 
under the present code supervisory agencies 
with Arthur T. Murray, of Springfield, 
Mass., for set manufacturers, and Leslie 
F, Muter, Chicago, for parts and accessory 
manufacturers, as now in effect. Provision 
was made also for future allocation (to 
the radio section) of tube and other parts 
manufacturers by majority vote of their 
respective groups. 

Final agreement was not reached on the 
code status of manufacturers of audio and 
radio power transformers, long and short 
wave switches, public address equipment, 
commercial receivers, including police, air- 
craft, government, etc., and a number of 
minor parts and accessories. These will 
temporarily continue their present code 
operation subject to further negotiations 
between RMA and NEMA with later 
decision by NRA. That transmitting 
apparatus and microphones were properly 
part of the electrical industry and under 
NEMA jurisdiction was conceded by 
RMA. 

An important feature of the RMA 
agreement, which was approved by the 
National Recovery Administration exempts 
RMA members from any code expense 
or assessment by the NEMA code au- 
thority. It is provided that the RMA 
make such payment to NEMA in a lump 
sum for RMA members, the amount to be 
mutually agreed upon between RMA and 
NEMA, "if and when application is made 
for a supplemental code," 

Another important clause of the agree- 
ment declares and recognizes that "trade 
association functions and activities are 
entirely distinct and separate from code 
authority functions and activities." 

In consideration of the partial compro- 
mise settlement recited formally, and with 
the definite understandings for continued 
operations under the electrical code, the 
RMA withdrew, "without prejudice to the 
making of a new application," its request 
of June 19, 1934, for exemption of radio 
manufacturers from the electrical code and 
a separate radio code. However, this will 

permit RMA, if it is deemed desirable later 
after Congress revises the National Re- 
covery Administration in June, to make 
further application for a separate radio 
industry code. NRA officials asked when 
a supplemental radio trade practice code, 
under the basic electrical code, might be 
submitted, but Chairman Sparks and the 
RMA Committee could give no definite 
opinion at present. 

RMB to Sponsor Public Show 
Substantial progress on the national 

radio promotion project of the RMA was 
reported to its board of directors, at a 
meeting January 10 at Chicago, by Powel 
Crosley, Jr., chairman of the trade pro- 
motion committee. The board provided 
for further development of this project 
and considered important radio and other 
industrial legislation expected in the new 
Congress and forty-four State Legislatures 
now convening. 

In its future plans, the RMA decided to 
include sponsorship of a radio public show 
next October in Chicago. To the trade 
promotion committee, was added E. F, 
McDonald, Jr., Chicago; George A. Sco- 
villc. Rochester, N. Y.; and N. P. Bloom, 
Louisville, Ky., to assist chairman Crosley. 

Radio Institute of the 

Audible Arts Inaugurated 

To stimulate a wider and more active 
appreciation of good radio programs, the 
Radio Institute of the Audible Arts has 
been founded by Philco. It is hoped to' 
cultivate a broader appreciation of the 
audible arts and generally to advance 
from a broad social standpoint the ef- 
fective utilization of the radio today. 
The Institute will attempt to stimulate 
public recognition and appreciaion of 
the best in radio thus creating a wider 
demand for god music, news broadcasts, 
etc., and encouraging the public to reap 
the fullest benefits from existing broad- 
casting. 

Literature will be distributed and 
special articles and talks will be pre- 
pared to be used as the basis of lectures 
and discussions. 

Readers interested in receiving these 
very helpful and interesting manuals arc 
referred to the "Dealer Help" page in 
this issue. 

J.-T 

Soup's On, Come Home! 

The attention of police departments 
throughout the United States is focused 
on the new individual portable radio 
equipment recently put into use by 
the police of Los Angeles, California. 

These tiny one-tube f National 
Union) sets are strapped on to a 
specially designed Sam Browne belt 
which carries an aerial sewed into the 
shoulder strap. An earphone is at- 
tached to the policeman's hat and he is. 
by means of this remarkable inven- 
tion, in constant contact with the cen- 
tral station through shortieavc. 

Excise Taxes Up 

Large increase in radio sales during 
the final quarter of 1934 arc reflected in 
official government reports of radio ex- 
cise tax collections. Such collections 
during November, 1934, were $462,638, 
an increase of 87.7 per cent over the 
taxes of $246,526 collected in November, 
1933. 

For the first eleven months of 1934 
the total excise taxes were $2,952,000, 
an increase for the eleven months of 
about $300,000 over the entire excise 
taxes of the whole calendar year of 1933. 
December sales and taxes have been 
uniformly larger, indicating the excellent 
business enjoyed by the radio industry 
during the past year. 

J. N. Ccle Wins Freed Prize 

A Weston tube checker recently was 
awarded J. N. Cole, Rutherford, Tenn., 
by the FVced Radio Company, of Phila- 
delphia. Mr. Cole submitted the winning 
answer to the Freed contest question; 
"Why is it impossible for a reliable 
radio service man to be successful in the 
service business, if he does not use a 
Chuckker to eliminate guess-work in 
what is wrong and what to charge?" 
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Croslcy Jobbers Prepare 

for Record Year of 

Refrigeration Sales 

View 1935 Line of Radio Receivers 

A full quota of distributors from the 
entire United States met in Cincinnati 
Jan. 4 to view the 1935 Crosley radios 
and Shelvador electric refrigerators, and 
to take back with them the merchandis- 
ing and advertising program for the new 
year. All look for substantial increases 
in sales. An almost sensational, come- 
back was reported in the farming 
regions by jobbers from the cotton, fruit 
and grain-growing states. 

In his address to the distributors, 
Powel Crosley, Jr., pointed to the fact 
that there was an improvement in vari- 
ous lines of industry in 1934 ranging 
from S to 40 per cent, a gain of about 
16 per cent in retail sales and an in- 
crease in the incomes of farmers esti- 
mated front one to one and a half bil- 
lion dollars. 

The meeting was held in Studio A of 
WLW, owned and operated by the Cros- 
ley Radio Corporation. The distributors 
were taken on a tour through the plant 
and shown the additions and changes 
which have just been completed, 
doubling the manufacturing capacity to 
2,000 refrigerators a day. 

Officials stated that the production of 
Crosley refrigerators in 1934 was the 
largest in the company's history and its 
production of radios the greatest since 
1928, the record year in radio. 

Fourteen Crosley distributors were 
awarded especially designed bronze 
placques for establishing outstanding 
sales records in their districts during 
the window display contest which was 
held during August and September. 

Orders for refrigerators were three 
times as great as those placed at the 
meeting held a year ago, Howard E. 
Richardson, assistant to Mr. Crosley, an- 
nounced. 

"These orders were accompanied by 
definite shipping schedules commencing 
immediately," Mr. Richardson said, 
"Our production program for 1935 calls 
for 300,000 Shelvador refrigerators." 
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"Step On It, Kid!" 

Here's a new method of installing an 
auto-radio. The speaker is placed in 
the floor of the rear part of the body 
and the tuning control is set in the arm 
of the seat. Better quality is claimed 
as weil as convenience. Sheet metal 
cover is placed over unit under the floor 
boards to keep it dry. Water heater 

appears to left of radio. 

Two New Crosley Dealers in Miami 

The Burdincs Department Store, 
Miami, largest in Florida, is now carrying 
the Crosley line, having been appointed by 
the Consolidated Automotive Co. of Jack- 
sonville. Consolidated also named the Red 
Cross Department Store, Miami, 

A third new dealer for Crosley is located 
in Ruston, La.—the R. C. Lyons Store, 
appointed by the Lee Hardware Co, 

Harold Walton With Flechtheim 

A. M. Flechtheim & Co., Inc., an- 
nounces the appointment of Harold E. 
Walton, of Saginaw, Mich., as. repre- 
sentative for all Flechtheim products, in 
the state of. Michigan. Mr. Walton, has 
been associated with the radio indus- 
try for many years. 

Candid Camera Covers Crosley Convention 

"Shake and be friends," says C. S. Tay 
(center) manager of (he Crosley Dis- 
tributing Corp., Chicago, to Howard 
Richardson, Crosley sales mogul, and 
Herb Hieb, Des Moines leading job- 
ber, Herb is a handsome guy. Too 

bad his head is turned azvaw 

>-■" 

Back to the zvall, but full of fight, meet 
Jimmie Beckman, new Director of Pub- 
lic Relations for Crosley. "Your an- 
nouncer (center) is W. B. McKcnzie, 
of the Power City Radio Co. Sioux 
Falls. The thoughtful gentleman is 

Jack B rind ley, La Crossc, Wis. 

Public Prefers Sets Under 

$20 or Over $50, Zenith 

Jobbers Report 

Laud New Models at Convention 

Demand for radio receivers has swung 
to the two extremes of present price 
ranges, during the last four months of 
1934, according to the majority opinion 
of the 80 Zenith distributors, in confer- 
ence at Chicago last month. Sets under 
$20 or over $50 sold best, they said. 
This would indicate that the public now 
clearly realizes the relation of price to 
performance, and that is buying either 
for "utility" purposes or for tonal value. 

Significant was the warm reception 
accorded Zenith's $750, 2S-tube "Strato- 
sphere" model, opinion being that there 
is developing a sizable market for such 
an instrument. 

The convention was in charge of E. A. 
Tracey, sales manager. Mr. Tracey 
stated that Zenith sales had been re- 
markably well sustained during 1934, 

Instructive talks were delivered by 
president McDonald, by Parker H. 
Ericksen, advertising manager and by 
C. T. McKelvy, assistant sales manager. 
The latter speaker presented a practical 
"step-up" sales plan which was en- 
thusiastically received. 

Acrovox President Endorses 

Moderate Lists and Discounts 

That the service man and set builder 
fares better under a policy of moderate 
list prices and normal trade discounts, 
as against higher list prices and ab- 
normal trade discounts, is the observa- 
tion of S. I. Cole, president of the 
Aerovox Corporation. 

"Today radio list prices generally 
stand for something pretty definite," 
states Mr. Cole. "The radio trade has, 
during the past few years of hard sled- 
ding, learned that great fundamental of 
business, namely, that one must make a 
fair profit to remain in business. Also, 
the buyer today, while interested in 
quality, is naturally price minded as 
well, so that list prices and discounts 
must also be right. 

"For the good of the business gen- 
erally reasonable list prices and normal 
discounts is the best practice today, and 
that is our policy," concludes Mr. Cole. 

Maxwell Wins Bond Prize 

The Maxwell Hardware Co., Berkeley, 
Calif., wins the first prize of $100 offered 
by the Bond Electric Corp., in its recent 
window display contest. The windows were 
supposed to tie in with Bond's broadcasting 
program. "The Treasure Adventures of 
Donald Alger." One of the judges was 
Howard W. Mateer, manager of Radio 
Retailing, 

The Graybar ELECTRrc Co., has been ap- 
pointed distributor for Crosley radios and 
refrigerators for the Philadelphia trading 
territory. A, L. Halstrom is manager and 
George F. Bertke, mechandise manager for 
the Atlantic district. 
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FADA'S HAT IS IN THE RING—NEW 

OWNERSHIP, POLICIES, MERCHANDISE 

J. M. Marks Appoints Louis Chattcn as Sales Manager Move 
into New Plant in Long Island City 

The many loyal friends of the Fada 
.Radio & Electric Com|>any, Long Island 
City, N. V., are receiving with enthusiasm 
the welcome news that this old and well- 
known set manufacturer is out lor national 
distribution under sound and aggressive 
policies and captained by a new, able and 
experienced managerial organization. Out- 
standing among Farla's policy, as outlined 
to Radio Rclinling's representative by gen- 
eral manager J. M. Marks, is the firm 
decision to appoint only dependable radio 
distributors and dealers and to limit the 
number of these appointments in order that 
each Fada representative may receive the 
territorial protection to which he is entitled. 

Louis J, Chat ten, whose knowledge of 
the Fada traditions and of radio salesman- 
ship and of radio dealers' requirements L 
based on many years' experience with this 
organization, will head the sales department. 
At present "Lou" is away on one of his 
many personal tours appointing new dis- 
tributors and investigating field conditions 
first hand. 

Fada now is established in its new and 
efficient quarters in Long Island City. 
N. Y., where facilities for filling quantity 
demands are more than ample. F.ngineer- 

J. M. Marks 

hlg, laboratory and line production equip- 
ment is brand new and modern in every 
respect. 

"There will he no compromise with qual- 
itv," states Mr. Marks. 

Franklin Heads Own Company 

Albert W. Franklin, who will be re- 
ruernbered as former vice-president in 
charge of engineering and production 
for the Freshman Radio Corp., is back 
in radio as president of his own com- 
pany, the Albert W. Franklin Manufac- 
turing Corporation. This concern will 
maintain a plant and office at 137 
Varsck St., New York City. 

Mr. Franklin's new company will 
manufacture radio and electrical parts 
for the domestic and foreign trade. 
Most of the itenis offered will be de- 
signed by Mr, Franklin personally. 

Carolina Dealers Hold Rally 

Approximately 500 dealers and sales- 
men from the Carolinas atended a meet- 
ing held in Charlotte January 10 by 
A. K. Sutton, Inc., distributor for 
Philco. 

Plans for a vigorous selling campaign 
in the Carolinas were outlined. Dick 
Hargis, sales promotion manager for 
Sutton, told of plans for placing the 
new line before the public. "Your 
Business and Ours," was discussed by 
C. O. Fulenwider. vice-president of the 
Sutton Company. 

Sparton Returns to Air Feb. 10 

Sparton returns to the air on Sunday, 
Feb. 10, with an enlarged program, the 
time being extended to a half-hour broad- 
cast starting at 4 P.M. 

Jolly Coburn and his orchestra, who 
play in the world's highest dining and 

2,300 Servicemen Guests 

of Wholesale Radio Service 

The largest audience of radio sc. vice- 
men, engineers and amateurs ever as- 
sembled reported at the Hotel Pennsyl- 
vania, Kew York, Jan 21, for an 
educational meeting sponsored jointly by 
Wholesale Radio Service Co. Inc.. and 
RCA Manufacturing Co. Over 2„3()0 
people, by actual count, jammed the 
grand ballroom and balconies to over- 
dow capacity. An unusual array of 
technical talent kept the audience inter- 
ested until midnight, 

John F. Rider, well known service 
manual publisher, was master of cere- 
monies. Before introducing the speakers, 
he remarked that radio servicing was 
rapidly developing into radio engineer- 
ing and thai he was glad to see such a 
large gathering of servicemen interested 
in learning more about technical ad- 
vances in the field. 

Speakers of the evening were E. M . 
Hartley, service manager of the RCA 
Mfg. Co. and C. C. Aiken, also of RCA, 
who described the new cathode ray os- 
cillograph. The highlight was a 
specticular demonstration by Dr. Irving 
Wolff of his newly developed 9 cm. radio 
beam transmitter. 

dancing rendezvous, the Rainbow Room 
on the 65th floor of Radio City, will again 
he featured in these Sunday programs. 

In addition to the Triolians and a group 
of specialty artists, the new broadcast will 
feature the Sparton Embassy choir, a 
group of mixed voices capable of rarely 
beautiful singing. 

7 Mclssncr Advances L. C. McCetthy 

George V, Rockey, sales manager of 
the Mcissncr Mfg. Co.. 2S1S W. 19th St., 
Chicago, III . announces the appointment 
of L. C. McCarthy as sales manager ot 
their newly created jobbing division. 
Mdssne' has supplied IF tra ist irmsrs. 
coils, trimmers, etc., to radio manufac- 
turers for many years and are now entering 
the replacement end oi this business with 
a new line of replacement Hems for dealers 
and service men. 

Facsimile Progress 
Facsimile experiments have reached the 

point where organized development is being 
undertaken by the RMA Engineering Divi- 
sion. A special committee on facsimile, 
headed by E, W. Engstrom of Camdcn, 
N. J., has been organized. 

The romantic appeal as well as the serv- 
ice aspects of facsimile arc both being con- 
sidered by the RMA engineers in directing 
scientific progress toward eventual develop- 
ment of a practicable facsimile broadcast- 
ing system. The drum type of facsimile 
apparatus is now in use but eventual de- 
velopment of a continuous type of recorder, 
taking its paper from a feed roll, is re- 
garded as the ultimate practical solution 
for broadcast facsimile recording. Higher 
speed also is an engineering goal. 

Prize 

Winner 

George C. Beckt 
Indcpcnden f sen •ice 
e.v 1 rao rd in a ry. the 
lucky ii'inncr of 
the door price—an 
$85 RCA cathode 
r a y oscillograph 

(ester. 

As another step in its program oj ag- 
gressive expansion oj distribution facilities. 
Stewart-Warner announces the appoint- 
ment of Philadelphia Distributors, Inp. 
to handle its radio and refrigerator lines. 
Harry Ellis is president and Albert 
Hughes vice-president. of this zecll-kuotca 
and long established Quaker City firm. 

Hyman Reader, the California jeweler 
who entered refrigeration three years ago 
and made an outstanding record selling 
Crosley Shelvadors in his jewelry store at 
Taft. California, has been appointed dis- 
tributor for Crosley radios and refrigera- 
tors for Houston and surrounding territory. 
Mr. Reader's retail store will continue in 
business as before. 

The World Radio Company, zcith head- 
quarters in Boston, operating thirty-three 
stores in Netv England, has taken on 
Crosley Shelvador dec trie refrigerators 
and udll sell them through all of its autlrfs. 
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The Freedom of the Shes 

Off to an earlier start than ustial this 
year, the refrigerator manufacturers are 
(Jeveloping many novel sales promotion 
ideas. Xorge. for example, is firing an 
opening barrage in mass selling which 
promises to be a pace maker. This will 
be accomplished through a 57 city show- 
ing of a rollicking comedy, "The Free- 
dom of the' Shcs." The underlying 

theme is the new revolution in home 
life brought about by modern electric 
appliances. The five acts, designed 
primarily for presentation to dealers, 
winds up in a surprise closing laid in 
the year 1968 in which Xorge products 
continue to deliver life-lasting values. 

Two troupes, in special Pullmans 
carrying casts of Broadway start, orches- 

tra, stage hands and a complete stage setup, 
are making the tour. 

Xorge is introducing a new line of 
kitchen ranges, both gas and electric, 
along entirely new style lines. This ac- 
tion was influenced by disclosures from 
its recent interviews with 23,000 home 
makers to the effect that 27% intended 
to buy a new kitchen range in 19J5. 
Radio dealers and jobbers are begin- 
ning to give this new appliance item 
serious consideration. Among the most 
recent converts is Charles Xaddy. well 
known Columbus, Ohio, retailer and 
jobber, who has decided to give kitchen 
ranges an energetic try-out this spring. 

Pcirce-Phclps to Handle Grunow 

Exclusive distributorship of Grunow 
products has been granted to Peirce-Pheips, 
Inc., large Philadelphia firm, by the Gen- 
eral Household Utilities Co. This ap- 
pointment renews a direct relationship be- 
tween William C. Grunow and his asso- 
ciates and Peirce-Pheips which started 
originally in the earliest days of radio. 
This Philadelphia firm's first connection 
with Mr. Grunow was as a distributor of 
"Majestic" A and B eliminators. 

Xational Electric Supply Company 
Washington, D. C., announces its appoi 
ment as distributors of Xatioxai. Uni 
radio tubes and allied XTationaI Un 
nroducts. 

I// ttie public Eye (Continued from page 21) 

Isas inducecl many customers to bring their sets right to 
the shop for repair. 

Still another dealer, Bert Blass, of Mitchell Furniture. 
Poughkeepsie, X. V.. uses a streamer—but within the 
store, rather than outside. He has long had trouble identi- 
fying the radio department at Mitchell's—house-furnish- 
ings take up so much space that a small department is 
lost. A long cloth streamer tacked to the wall the whole 
length of the department and carrying the single word 
"Radio" has helped speed up store traffic and is decora- 
tive too. 

Outdoor advertising is carried one step further hy the 
Maine Radio Company of Portland. In this case a com- 
munity chest campaign rather than the store was adver- 
tised hut inasmuch as the company's public address efjuip- 
ment was used it resulted in several inquiries for rental 
of similar systems. A 26-watt amplifier was installed 
within a street car loaned the campaign manager by the 
local transit company. Two direction speakers were 
mounted on top of the car and it operated throughout the 
business district. 

Direct Mail Methods 

Direct mail advertising is an equally important part 
uf the retail business in which we are engaged and the 
trick seems to he something novel and new enough to 
attract attention. Routine circulars have just about worn 
out their usefulness. 

Hulbert Radio Electric, Eagle Rock. California, found 
the answer in a throw-around with a title page identically 
like that of a court summons. Needless to say everyhodv 
who got one at least opened it up to see what was inside. 
It turned out to he simply a summons to see new radios 

and refrigerators. Readers were prevented from throw- 
ing the circulars away by numbering each one and an- 
nouncing within the folder an attendance award based 
on the presentation of the summonses bearing the proper 
numbers. 

The name of the court (see illustration) is fictitious, 
there being no such court, Five thousand summonses were 
distributed and, believe it or not, 3.OCX) people came to 
the store to register them. A "one-shot" idea, of course, 
but a good one if it has never been done in your town. 

Jay's Radio Service, of Peoria, Illinois, employs a some- 
what better known direct-mail expedient. But there are 
many dealers who have not yet tried it. Jay's mails a 
penny-postcard to each person who moves into town, 
within three days after arrival. It is simply a welcome 
and an invitation to look over the shop's excellent display 
ot merchandise and take advantage of its service facilities. 

According to I. M. jacobson, of Jay of Jay's, many- 
people who have just come to town require antenna in- 
stallations and find that transportation jostling has dam- 
aged their set. They arc not acquainted with the city and 
must rely on the classified directory when trying to locate 
reliable merchants to make repairs. Tie states that ap- 
proximately 150 cards a month or 1,800 a year are mailed 
at a total cost of $20. Business obtained as a direct result 
is estimated at SI,000 annually. 

Manager A. Nazareth, Radio Center. Los Angeles, does 
tricks with an ordinary business card. He uses a folded 
card and prints the picture of his building on the inner 
fold, contending that the impressiveness of the building 
hits Ids conftdence in the minds of customers, 

I he cards are used by salesmen, on their calls, and are 
frequently mailed out as advertising folders, being com- 
plete in themselves. 
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American Bosch Model J/70U 

New American Bosch Models 
An advanced spring line of "Round-the- 

World radio for 1935" is announced by 
United American Bosch Corp.t Springfield, 
Mass. 

The new line introduces several features 
which are designed to create greater buy- 
ing interest. Notable among these is area 
tuning employed in Models 47011 consolet 
and 4700 console (7 tubes, 540-20,000 kc.) 
The need for reference to charts, maps and 
other data is eliminated by area tuning, 
which takes advantage of the fact that the 
principal short wave stations are grouped 
close together in certain areas on the dial. 
On the tuning scale each of these areas is 
identified with letters from A to H. and be- 
neath the tuning scale the areas in which 
programs for each country can be found 
are indicated by letters. 

Another feature found in Model 480D 
(10 tube, 540-22,500 kc. > is a special sensi- 
fivity control and between stations noise 
eliminator. This adjustable control enables 
the owner to "individualize" his set to his 

Wilcox-Gay Battery Model 
5A6-75 

A six tube, 2 volt table style battery 
radio, Model 5A6-75, is now ready at the 
factory of the Wilcox-Gay Corp., Charlotte, 
Mich. It has full vision airplane dial, 
a.v.c., eight tuned circuits and is equipped 
with a 6i in. special magnetic speaker. 

The six volt cable is arranged for use 
on any desired battery combination and 
the battery requirements are 135 volts for 
"B," 22i volts for "G" and a two volt 
"A" battery. The current consumption 
is low, the A" battery drain being 460 mils 
and the "B," 23 mils, the announcement 
states. 

The tube complement consists of a 1A6, 
2-34's, 2-30,s and a 33. $39.00. 

The same chassis in an attractive full 
sized console is S49.90.-—Radio Re toiling, 
February, 1935. 

ml 

American Bosch Model i 70G 

own taste and to local conditions. Right 
angle tuning. 

A novel and attractive tuning device in 
the form of a calibrated and illuminated 
compass dial is found in Models 4SOL and 
45OH (6 tubes; 540-1,750, 2,000-2,600, 5.800- 
18,000 kc.) 

Model 430J is a 5 tube console and 4SOT 
is a consolet, each covering 540-1,750, 2,000- 
2.600, 5.800-18,000 kc. 

Model 420 is a portable 5 tube set for 
a.c. Range 540-3,600 kc. For a.c.-d,c. op- 
eration and with the extra 2,000-2,600 kc. 
band, it is known as Model 402. 

Model 376N is a 5 tube, plus current con- 
trol tube, superhet battery console. Range 
54 0-1,600 kc. In consolet cabinet, the model 
number is 376BT,-—Radio Retailing, Feb- 
ruary, 1935. 

Wilco.T Gag Model 5Ar,-15 

RCA Phonograph Oscillator 

The RK-24 phonograph oscillator of the 
RCA Mfg. Co. Inc., Camden, N. J., is a 
small broadcast band oscillator unit de- 
signed for use with radio sets of all types 
and kinds. In addition it may also be used 
for attaching any type of magnetic pick-up 
to any receiver with slight modifications. 

The primary purpose is to insure proper 
phonograph reproduction, avoiding the 
necessity of any circuit changes. Suitable 
leads with special contacts are provided for 
obtaining filament and plate power for the 
oscillator unit so that, internal wiring to 
the chassis is not necessary. May be used 
with sets having either the 2.5 or 6.3 volt 
tubes. The RK-2 4 is actually a miniature trans- 
mitting station, modulated with the output 
of the phonograph pick-up. $7.75, less 
tubes.—Radio Retailing, February, 1935. 

Stromberg-Carlson Model 60M 

Stromberg Carlson Model 60-M 
A fifth member of the "Sixty" series is 

announced by the Stromberg-Carlson Tel 
Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.,—a shortwave 
console to be known as Model 60-M. 

It is a gracefully designed six-legged 
console. Covers 540-1,750 and 5,500-15,500 
kc. Price, $115.—Radio Retailing, Febru- 
ary, 1935. 

G.E. Model M-42 
A neat table model has just been an- 

nounced by the General Electric Co., Bridge- 
port, Conn. The cabinet is distinctly mod- 
ern, finished in two-toned hand rubbed 
walnut. 

The circuit is a four-tube superheterodyne 
and the speaker is of the 6-in. size. Two 
reception bands are provided—540 to 1,50C 
kc. and 1,600 to 3,500 kc. This set super- 
sedes Model K-43.—Radio Retailing, Feb- 
ruary, 1935. 
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Crosley "Centurion" 

"Crosley Centurion" 
The de luxe field has been entered by the 

Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio, with 
a new all-wave radio to be sold for $100 
in the lowboy style and $79.50 for the table 
model. This lO-tube superhet is called the 
"Centurion." 

Both models have five tuning bands which 
take in all the broadcast waves—-American, 
foreign, police, amateur, aviation and 
weather. Have band spread pointer, illum- 
inated airplane type dial and full floating, 
moving coil electro-dynamic speaker.— 
Radio Retailing, February, 1935. 
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Clarion Receivers 

Zenith Model 908 

Zenith 1935 Radio 
Eight new sets have just been brought 

out by the Zenith Radio Corp., 3tj20 Iron 
St., Chicago. 

With five tube chassis (6A7, 6D6, 75, 4 2, 
80) there are Models 050 and 945. Model 
950 is a floor type console with 10-in. 
speaker. 

Model 945, same tube line up and tuning 
range, is a lowboy. 

With the six tube chassis (2-0D0, fiA7, 75. 
42, 80) there are three models: Model 908 
is a table set of the upright type, 184x14 i 
in. Model 900 is a 6-legged console with 
satin piano finish. Model 961 is a floor 
console with tilted instrument panel of V- 
matched woods. 

With the twelve tube chassis (3-6D6, 
6A7, 5-76, 2-42, 5Z3) there are: Model 080, 
a floor type modernistic console with 12-in. 
speaker. This also has shadowgraph and 
split-second tuning. Models 085 and 990 
also are floor type consoles designed along 
modernistic lines. These sets have two 
speakers—a 12 in. dynamic and a 6-in. high 
frequency—dimensional tone.. 

The five tube sets cover 535-1,520, 1,460- 
4,550, 5,800-18,500 kc.; six tube models, 537- 
1.520, 1,490-4,450, 5,400-15,800 kc. The 12 
lube radios, 535-1,520, 1,450-4,300, 4.100-10.- 
550, 9,000-23,500, 18,000-46,000 kc.—Radio 
Retailing, February. 1935. 

Eight new Clarion receivers for 1935 are 
announced by the Transformer Corp. of 
America, 100 Sixth Ave., New York City. 

Model TC-38 is a 6-tube a.c.-d.c. table set, 
tuning from 13 to 2,000 meters in five 
distinct bands. 

Mode! TC-47 is a 7-tube console cover- 
ing the popular 18-53 meter channel in 
addition to the 190-540 meter band. Com- 
bination models with phonograph equip- 
ment are available. In a mantel cabinet 
as Model TC-39. 

Model TC-37 is an 8-tube a.c.-d.c. mantel 
type set with full 13-2,000 meter coverage. 

Model TC-36 is an ultra-modern 6-tube 
a.c,-d.c. set in a table style cabinet. Tunes 
from 17.5 to 53 and 190 to 560 meters. 

Model TC-35 covers the same tuning 
range but is a G-tube model for a.c. only. 

Mode! TC-53 is a 9-tube all-wave set in 
a modernistic table cabinet. Tunes from 
12 to 560 meters in four ranges. Phono- 
graph jack provided. A model with Euro- 
pean 850-2,000 meter band included is also 
obtainable. 

Model TC-59 is a 5-tube a.c.-d.c. in a 
compact cabinet. Tuning range, 500-1,575 
kc. A model covering the 11+0-2,000 meter 
European band is obtainable on order.— 
Radio Retailing. February, 11)35. 

Zenith Model 980 

1CA Tlireaded Coil Forms 
A threaded coil form made of Insulex. 

fa specially impregnated molded ceramic 
of low dielectric loss) suitable for amateur 
transmit ling purposes, has been brought oui 
by the Insuline Corp. of America, 25 Park 
Place, New York. The form is 24 in. in 
diameter and G in. long and accommodates 
26 turns of any size wire up to No. 10 with 
a spacing between centers of .143 in. This 
new form is especially suited for 20, 40 and 
80 meter oscillator or amplifier tank coils. 
Amateurs will find it convenient for both 
fixed and experimental outfits. Without 
supporting legs, $1.50 ; with legs and hard- 
ware, $2. 

Insuline is also making shielded "handle 
type" plug-in coils which fit on the front 
panel. Supplied in sets of four to cover 
the entire shortwave range from 4 6-217 
meters. Two and three winding types are 
made. Blank forms are also listed for ex- 
perimenters. Heady wound coils are $6.50 
a set; blank coils are 95c and the shielded 
receptacles are 65c.—Radio Retailing, Feb- 
ruary, 1935. 
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Sparton Refrigerators 
Six improved models featuring 7-point 

economy and new innovations were shown 
to Sparton distributors at the recent con- 
vention of the Sparks-Withington Co., Jack- 
son, Mich. Among the new features is a 
"Baskador," a wire rack permanently fast- 
ened to the inside of the door. With this, 
as an integral part, is the new "Handishelf" 
which can be pulled down and used for con- 
venient handling of foods. 

Another feature is the "Vegabin," a roomy 
compartment at the base of the cabinet for 
storing vegetables and other bulky ma- 
terials. 

These refrigerators have the anti-frost 
electric clock, exclusive with Sparton. A 
positive ice tray lever allows the trays to 
be released easily from the freezing com- 
partment. Interiors are automatically 
lighted. 

The complete line of Sparton refrigerators 
range in size from 4.6 cu.ft, to 9 ou.ft. and 
the prices run from $119.50 to $296.00 f.o.b. factory.—Radio Ret ailing j February, 1935. 

Cla rioii Model TC5S 

Crosley Refrigerators 
Every refrigerator in the line of the 

Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio, has 
the "Shelvador" including the two new 
"table" models. 

These new table models are especially 
suited for small homes and apartments or 
as a second refrigerator. They have a 
porcelain table top which makes them 
useful as a table as well as a refrigerator. 

The small model FR-20 has 2 cu.ft. net 
capacity and 5.2 sq.ft. shelf space. There 
are two ice trays. The other model, FR-30, 
has 7 sq.ft. of shelf space and two ice 
trays. 

In the regulation models there are four 
"Shelvadors," ranging in sizes from 8.6 

sq.ft. of shelf space with two ice trays to 
14.9 sq.ft. and four ice trays. 

In the "Tri-Shelvador" models, in addi- 
tion to the Shelvador there are a Shelva- 
tray, Shelvabasket, Storabin and many 
other features. The smallest has 9.15 sq.ft. 
of shelf space and 2 trays and the largest 
has 14.9 sq.ft. and 4 trays. 

These new refrigerators are streamlined 
in snow-white and Jet black with chromium 
hardware.—Radio Retailing. February, 1935. 

"Coin- A-Day" Electric Clock 
There's a new "coin-a-day" electric clock 

on the market which won't let the customer 
forget to insert the coin because every 24 
hours, according to the time set, a constant 
buzzing reminds him that it's time to make 
The daily deposit. The 25c pieces fall into 
a box, the key to which is retained by the 
dealer. The box is removable so that it is 
not necessary to bring the entire clock to 
the store. Pour quarters may be inserted 
at one time, if desired. 

The clock itself is modern in design and 
well made and stands on a three-tiered 
black base. 

With removable coin box the price is 
$3.95. With built-in coin box, $3.25. 

Obtainable from Coin-A-Day, Inc., Scho- 
fiekl Bldg., Cleveland. Ohio.—Radio Retail- 
ing, February, 1935. 

CatFiodc Ray Oscillograph 
Type CR-l cathode ray oscillograph (with 

60 cycle and linear sweep circuits) of the 
United Sound Engineering Co., 2233 Uni- 
versity Ave., St. Paul. Minn., operates from 
110 to 220 volts, a.c. 60 cycles. The many 
and varied uses of this type of instrument 
make it almost indispensable to engineers, 
service men, experimenters, etc. $7 7.00. 
Type CR-2. without linear sweep circuit, is 
$29, 

United Sound also makes a single unit 
a.c. pre-amplifier for velocity, dynamic and 
crystal microphones, $87.50 and $97.50 ; two 
amplifiers, one listing at $16.60 and the 
other at $42.40 ; a portable amplifier in two 
models, $83.50 and $85 and a "Handicall" 
system listing at $37.00.—.Radio Retailing, 
February. 1935. 
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sict'l shells which 
screw together so 
of the pIurs ])iill- 

tors. They are drawn 
slij) over the cable and 
thai there is no danger 
ing apart. 

Adapted for auto radio, microphone con- nections. p.a. installations and wherever a 
sen i-permanent ilependahle connection 
11 nst in- made.—h'ruUn Hrfailiiifj. Felnuary, 
1055. 

Triplett Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter 
in Kit Form 

The Nn. 1200 volt-ohm-milliammeter of 
the Triplett Electrical Instrument Co., Bluff- 
Ion, Ohio, is now available in kit form 
and is designed for use with built-in shop 
equi pineal. 

It is identically the same as (he Master 
Model except that it does not have the 
panel, the adjustable feature on the meter, 
the batteries or case—but does have index 
marking. Furnished complete with all 
shunts, resistors, condensers, coils, drilling 
template, blueprints and instructions.- 
Radio Retailing, February, 1955. 

Defiance Radio Spark Plugs 
After three years of research. Defiance 

Spark rings. Inc., Toledo, Ohio, is mar- 
keting a revolutionary radio spark plug 
which eliminates radio interference at its 
source without the use of a suppressor. 
In addition to a. positive electrical con- 
nection. several additional engineering im- 
provements have been incorporated. There 
are no springs or pressure contacts sub- 
ject to corrosion and causing high resist- 
ance. Low resistor value with correct 
electrical characteristics eliminates fouling 
of sparks plugs. Scientific design removes 
the necessity of very close gaps, which 
means fewer gap adjustments and thus 
assures belter idling.—Radio. RetaiHuf/. 
February, 195.5. 
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Hammarlund Condensers and 
Transformers 

Aii unusually interesting midget equaliz- 
ing condenser has just been developed by 
the Hammarlund Mfg. Co., 424 W. 53rd 
rit.. New York City. It is so light in weight 
that ii is self-supporting, in the wiring of 
any Hrcuit. 

Hammarlimcl has also developed a true 
midget, space saving, Isolantite base, air 
padding and tuning condenser. The largest 
of the iype, 100 mmf., measures only 1 fa x 
lii x A in. It is ideal for short wave or 
ultra-short wave work or for tuning i.f. 
transformers, trimming r.f. coils, and gang 
condensers, antenna tuning, etc. 

The new midget i.f. transformers this 
company is putting out are useful not only 
as original equipment but for replacement 
purposes in midget sets or automobile 
radios, or where the saving of space is an 
important factor. They are of the tuned 
grid, tuned plate type, with lattice wound 
coils impregnated to prevent moisture 
effects. They are made in the 46r> and 175 
k.o. style,~ ftrP/i/iJijy. February. 193.5. 

Cable Plugs and Plug Connections 
A line of cable plugs in all sizes from t to 7 prongs is announced by the Ameri- 

can Phenolic Corp.. 500 So. Throop St., Chicago. The base is molded bakeiite ami 
the cap is drawn of steel with a self- 
locking caich so that it will snap into place 
with liillc effort. 

For use with these plugs are conncc- 

Lafayette Short-Wave Converter 
The new Lafayette short-wave converter 

of the Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc., 
100 Sixth Ave., New York City, covers from 
200 meters down to 13, is self powered and 
has adjustable i.f. coupling stage between 
mixer tube and receiver input for selectivity 
and proper matching. 

Four tubes are used. Four pairs of fixed 
coils, with suitable trimmer condensers arc 
controlled by a five-position switch giving 
comfortably spread out bands as follows: 
1.5 to 3.2 inc., 3 to O.S inc., 5.7 to 12.5 mc. 
and 11.5 to 25 mc. In the fifth position the 
switch connects the aerial directly to the 
broadcast receiver. 

The complete converter measures 10x7 Ax 
7 in.—Radio Rctailing, February, 1935. 

Continental Suppressor 
A new distributor suppressor. Type T-13, 

may be obtained from the Continental Car- 
bon, Inc., 13900 Lorain Ave., Cleveland, 
Ohio. In place of the older rating of 15,- 
000 ohms the type T-13 has a standard 
resistance of 10,900 ohms. 

A spring insert, molded into the bakeiite 
housing of the suppressor, tits i in. below 
the top of the distributor well to minimize 
high tension leakage. The insert is easily 
adjusted with a pair of pliers to lit any hole 
and with any desired spring tension.— 
Radio RrtaiHug. February, 1935. 

Clough-Brengle All-Wa ve Battery 
Operated Oscillator 

Embodying all the features of their a.c.- 
d.c. operated all-wave test oscillator, the 
new Model OD battery operated oscillator 
just placed on the market by Clougb- 
Brengle Co., 1134 W. Austin Ave., Chi- 
cago, meets the needs of many servicemen 
for rural and auto-radio servicing applica- 
tions. 

It is continuously variable from 50 kc. 
to 30 mc., all on fundamental output. Each 
instrument is hand calibrated over the en- 
tire frequency range and offers three sepa- 
rate outputs: 400 cycle modulated r.f.. un- 
modulated r.f. and 400 cycle a.f. voltage. 
A plug-in jack allows external modulation 
from a phonograph pick-up or variable 
frequency audio oscillator.—Radio Re- 
tailing, February, 1935. 

Mica Transmitting Condensers for 

Stacking 
Departing from the conventional pointed- 

end design, the Aerovox Corp., 70 Wash- 
ington St., Brooklyn, N. Y.p has put out a 
mica transmitting condenser which can be 
stacked and at the same time offer any 
combination of electrical connection. Avail- 
able in capacities from .00005 to .01 mfd., 
and in 1,000, 2,500 and 5.000 volt ratings. 

Further accentuation of the compactness 
for which the electrolytic type condenser is 
already known is made possible by a new 
and ingenious concentric winding for 
multiple section units which Aerovox has 
just announced.—Radio Retailing. Febru- 
ary. 1935. 

Alligator Clip 
A small clip witli slender, elongated jaws 

for radio and electrical test work may bo 
obtained from the Mueller Electric Co.. 
1583 E. 31st St.. Cleveland, Ohio. It has 
meshing teeth on three sides of the jaws. 
May be bad with or without insulator.— 
Radio Retailing, February. 11135, 

Meissner Replacement Coils 
A complete line of exact Majestic re- 

piaeement coils—antenna, r.f., oscillator, and 
intermediate frequency-may be obtained 
from the Meissner Mfg. Co., 2815 W. 19th 
St., Chicago. These coils are absolutely 
exact in mechanical dimensions, as well as 
electrical specifications.- -Radio Retailing, 
February. 1935. 

Spring Action Safety Plug 
A new plug for radios, lamps and elec- 

trical appliances is being made by the Allied 
Mercantile Co., Newark, N. J. It is called 
the "spring action" safety plug and features 
blades which incorporate the principle of 
Hoxible spring action. This plug fits se- 
curely in all convenience plugs, even worn 
ones, eliminating fading and noises caused 
by faulty contact. A cube-tap wilb "spring 
action" blades is also available.—Radio Re- 
tailing, February, 1 935. 

Victron Shortwave Condenser 
The new shortwave condenser made by 

the Alden Products Co., Brockton, Mass.. 
is Insulated with Victron "AA" whose 
power factor at r.f. is only 0.(1002, the re- 
lease states. The self centering, self 
lightening cone bearing cannot become 
loose or wear to produce a noisy rotating 
contact. Capacitances: 15, 50 and 140 mmf. last price, 14n mmf., $1.50 each. 

Aklen also offers its Model 9EP universal 
earphone adapter which enables earphones 
to be attached to any set. The list price 
is $2.50. -Radio R el ailing, February, 1935. 

Radio RrtaHlng. February, 193? 
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I THERE ARE PROFITS IN THESE I 

AUTOMATIC RECORD 

CHANGERS 

Ideal for Permanent- or Portable Installations 

MODEL "L" 
Plays and automatically changes eighl 10" records or seven 
13" records—78 r.p.m. or 33-1/3 r.p.m. 

MODEL "K" 
Plays and automatically chang-es eig-JU 10" records or 
manually plays and repeats one 12" record—78 r.p.m. or 33-1/3 r.p.m. 

KKTEATS Will repeat any recoi'd as often as desired. 
VOLTAGE 

May be had in all commercial voltajres and frequencies and with Universal Motor lor 110 volts AC-DC. May be had in 
0 volts DC for sound trucks. 

COMPACT 
Requires small cabinet space for mounting'. Ligrbl in weight. 

REMARKABLY SIMPLE. No intricate working- parts to get out of order. 
SELF-CONTAINED 

Shipped complete ready to place in cabinet. 
FINISHED 

In pleasing statuary bronze. 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES MAY BE HAD 

Product of 

& 

c" 

fimi 

KNOWN 

by the 

COM PANV 

THEV KEEP 

In case you haven't already noticed 
it, we want to call your attention 
to an important fact you can read- 
ily verify: Sprague Condensers are 

today feat//red hy more of the better parts jobbers 
than any other make of condensers. 
Jobbers of this type know quality—and feature it 
accordingly. Even though they may carry other makes 
of condensers, chances are ten to one they'll recom- 
mend Sprague's to the man who wants the best. Ask 
your jobber and see! SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO., 
NORTH ADAMS, MASS. 

CONDENSEM 

I THE GENERAL INDUSTRIES CO. 1 
i Elyria, Ohio | 
    iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimmiitiii^ 
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MADE RIGHT ICTlTCH AlHsl PRICED RIGHT 

CANDOHMS 
STANDARD EQUIPMENT IN LEADING SETS 

WIRE 
WOUND 

RESISTORS 
TEN 

MILLION 
IN USE 

Send Today for New Complete Catalog and 
Free Resistance Calculation Tables 

THE MUTER COMPANY 
1255 South Michigan Avc., Chicago 

u 

.~<jiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiijiiiiiii(iiiiiiti)MiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiHjiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirjiiiiiiitiiiiiimiJiiiiiimiiiii? = 
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MAJESTIC REPLACEMENT COILS fl 
= Matches perfectly chassis and shielding designated. Mechanical = = | and electrical properties and mounting arrangements aie as re- = quired. Wound according to latest developments. Complete as- E = 
| sembiies containing shield cans, trimmer condensers, resistors. = by-pass condensers, and original Majestic coding of leads, as 
= required. Approved by former Majestic engineers. 

Majcttiic .V umhr.r rsaos 3907 10148 10253 4-130 4431 4428 

S a 2 3 
00S4 

m A (: i ] MAKE MALK MALL MASK MASH MALT 
MANE 

MARS MART 

Dr.scription I st T. F. model 20   2nd I. F. model 20   . . 1st T. F. model 460  .... 2nd I. F. model 4 0 0..  Antenna models 1:1 and 15B It, F. models 15 and 151S . . Composite Osc. ajid I. F. models, 15, 15B and IfiO    2.75 lut T. F. local-distance switch. models 55 and 15 1.7 0 1st I. F. without local-distance switch, models 15. 15R & 150. . 1.60 1st 1, F. mode! Ill  2.00 Jst T. F. mode! 12 OB   2.50 

f 2.50 

.1 

Send for lute ft coil kit bulletins. 
EDWIN I. GUTHMAN & CO., INC. 

1321 So. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Cable address, Simontrice, New York 
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 fake VOLUME V 

;is an example .... 

1200 pages crammed with FACTS for service | 
Men—112 leading manufacturers, covered as | 
never before—elaborate data on 945 models, | 
the most complicated American receivers— | 
more schematics, more I-P peaks than any | 
other manual—easily the best in the field! | 
From 1920 right down to date, RIDER'S five | 
manuals cover the Radio Industry! Why even | 

try to get along without | 
them? "Successful Servic- | 
ing", our 8-page monthly | 
house organ FREE for the | 
asking—MONEY in your | 
pocket—get on our list! i 
Write us this very day | 

JOHN F. HI OF IK | 
t^uftlisher | 

1440 Broadway. 
Mew York City 

^iiiiiiniiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiMiiuiiiiimtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiititiiiiiiiiJiiiilltiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiillllllfiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiimiiiiiiiNtiiiii^ 
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HARD -TO - TIN D T RO U B IE S POTS 

Acu- Q '<M it tc a-* 

XTC) longer need you waste hours puzzling 
over a set as you try to locate some 

trouble spot. No longer need you depend on 
guesswork and hit-or-miss methods to service 
a radio. 

Up and coming service men know inefficient 
equipment means lost time, inaccurate work 
and unsatisfactory results. More and more, 
they are turning to the Readrite No. 730 

Tester because it takes the guesswork out of 
servicing and enables them to quickly and 
accurately locate trouble spots, such as; 
Corroded connections that cause frequency 
drift , . . intermittent operation caused by 
defective chokes, by-pass or coupling con- 
denser . . . cold soldered joints . . . distortion 
due to leakage between the anodes of the elec- 
trolytic condensers , . . and many others. 

The No. 730 Poiut-To-Point Tester is designed especially for speedy and 
efficient servicing. It Is extremely flexible. Voltage can easily be checked 
in any tube circuit. Also measures resistance, capacity and continuity. Tester 
socket terminals are arranged according to RMA standards, it is unneces- 
sary to remove chassis from cabinet when localizing defects. 

This tester includes two meters—one for reading AC. the other for DC. 
These meters are rugged, compact and accurate. Separate meter ranges are 
made possible by connecting to a single pair of lacks and using the selector 
switch. DC. ranges are 15* 150. 30.0 and 600 volts. (1,000 ohms per volt). 
Milliamperes arc 15 and 150. The AC. voltmeter ranges are 10, 25, 150 
and 750. 

YOUR JOBBER CAN SUPPLY YOU 
At the dealer's net price of ^18.60 

READRITE METER WORKS 

145 College Avenue, Bluftton, Ohio 

MAIL COUPON FOR CATALOG 

Readrite Meter Works, 
145 College Avenue, Bluflton, Ohio 

Send me catalog on Readrite No. 7so Tester and folder 
proving Readrite leadership. 

Name.      

Address    

City State  
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Cathode Ray Oscillograph 

Inicn-st in catlnxlc ray testing equip- 
incm is running high. So the motnoirt we 
heard that RCA had one ready for the mar- 
I;et we started "worrying" the factory for 
a circuit diagram. One lias just come in. 
thanks to the kind efforts of W. H. Bohlke 
of the service division. To the liest of our 
knowledge Radio Retailiny is the first to 
publish it. 

A cathode ray oscillograph may be sim- 
ply described as a voltmeter which also 
records time. This particular device uses 
as the "meter" a 906. 3-inch cathode ray 
tube which requires about 1,000 volts on 
its high-voltage anode. An 879 hooked up 
as a half-wave rectifier supplies 1.200 volts. 

Tube No. 4 is an amplifier having a gain 
of approximately 40 and almost "flat" 
frequency characteristics from about 30 to 
90.000 cycles. It drives the cathode ray 
tube's vertical plates. Tube No. 5 is a simi- 
lar amplifier applying signal voltage to the 
horizontal plates. Through the use of these 
two amplifiers sensitivity of 3 volts per inch 
of horizontal or vertical ray deflection N 
achieved. 

The 80 supplies plate and grid voltage to 
the two amplifiers. Note that a single 
power transformer is used for the 80 and 
the 879 but that their outputs are individit- 
ally filtered. 

Tube Nn. 6, the 885 timing axis oseilla- 

Roilio Rdaiihig, Fcbniai'v. 79J5 

tor, produces linear sawtooth timing fre- 
quencies variable between 20 and 15,000 
cycles. It permits examination of a single 
cycle up to 15,000 cycles, or six cycles up 
to the limit of the amplifier (90,000 
cycles). Suitable switching is provided so 
that either the internal timing oscillator 
or an external source of frequency may be 
connected to the cathode ray deflection 
plates through the amplifier. f>r the input 
binding posts may be connected directly to 
the plates for operation without the ampli- 
fiers above 90.000 cycles, with a sensitivity 
of 75 volts per deflection-inch. 

It is obvious that because the internal 
oscillator does not operate at radio fre- 
quencies in the shortwave, broadcast or i.f. 
channels an external, variable high-frc 
quettcy oscillator and a frequency modulat- 
ing unit are required accessories for such 
work. Both accessory units, which are rela- 
tively simple and inexpensive by comparison 
with the oscillograph itself, are available. 

5 & 10 Meter Transceiver 

Transmitting equipment is out of our 
line, professionally, although the Editor 
makes a hobby of it. We print this com- 
plete diagram of the Acratest 5 & 10 meter 
transceiver (for sending or receiving voice 
over short distances) for two reasons: 

We have had a number of letters asking 
for a typical transceiver circuit and we 
assume there is sufficient listening, if not 
transmitting, going on among "bcl's" to 
produce inquiries relative to the equipment 
at radio stores, And the switching em- 
ployed in this device is so clever that it 
cannot fail to he or interest to technicians. 

The upper 42 is used as a super-regenera- 
tive, "self-quenching" detector when the 
switches (ganged) are in the "receive" 
position. The 1 meg resistor is responsible 
for "squelch" action. With the switches in 
the "send" position the 5000 ohm grid leak 
is cut in and the tube operates as a straigbt 
ew oscillator. The tube works as a triode 
in both instances. 

The lower 43 is a pentode audio ampli- 
fier in the receive position. Close study of 
the circuit will reveal the fact that the 
pentode is resistance coupled to the detec- 
tor. The regeneration control serves as the 
detector's piate load resistor and the vol- 
ume control in shunt with the microphone 
transformer secondary serves as the leak 
for the pentode. This is a tricky setup and 
took ns quite a time to figure out. 

In the send position the lower pentode 
serves as a modulator. Plate current for 
the oscillator flows through half the prim- 
ary of the output transformer. Inasmuch 
as the modulator's plate current flows 
through this entire winding "Heising" plate 
circuit modulation is obtained. Neither 
the volume control nor the regeneration 
control arc operative in this position. Both 
of them are effectively out of the circuit. 

The transceiver is designed for use with 
separate microphone and headphones or 
with a "handset" combination of both. 
When separate 'phones are plugged into the 
upper jack these are cut across half the out- 
put transformer primary in series with the 
.1 mike d.c, stopping condenser. When a 
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f Tube Test- 
er. Get it 
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SERVICE SECTION 

handset is used a spccia! plug with three 
conductors comes with it. The "shank" of 
the plug is a common 'phone-microphone 
connection. The tip Is the "hot" micro- 
phone lead. And the "segment" between 
end and shank is the hot 'phone lead. In 
this case the receiver unit of the handset 
CGnnects across the secondary of tin- output 
transformer. 

IE 
(370 kc.) 

"Mutual Tuned" I. F. 

1 he input i.f. transformer of Belmont's 
-VTodel S85 is tuned in the usual manner, a 
trimmer being wired across the primary 
and another across the secondary. The out- 
put transformer tuning is, however, not con- 
ventional. 

It appears that both windings are simul- 
taneously tuned through the mutual induct- 
ance between primary and secondary, using 
a single trimmer as diagrammed. We 
haven't checked with the factory but pre- 
sume tbat this system, employing a properly 
designed transformer, simplifies alignment 
and is satisfactorily sharp, input and out- 
put i.f. transformers must he aligned sepa- 
rately to d/ft kc. 

"Rolled" Undcr-Car Antenna 

Kishwick's "hfifarsee Senior" under-ear 
antenna is of considerable technical interest. 
It consists of 92 No. 30 copper wires 9 feet 
in length, embedded I inches apart in a 
flexible insulating sheet. As shown in figure 
1 a lead-in is capacitivcly coupled to the 
end of each wire. 

The sheet is rolled up lengthwise, form- 
ing each wire into a spiralled coil. There 
is, obviously, both inductive and capacitive 
coupling between coils, and just capacity 
coupling between the entire pickup unit and 
the lead-in. The roll is finally placed in a 
waterproof protective cylinder made of in- 
sulating material and equipped with mount- 
ing brackets. 

About 830 feet of wire is used. 

"AUDIO FREQUENCY" 

WE HEAR THAT THERE IS 
much scurrying around in search of an- 
tenna systems suitable for installation in 
metal-topped cars, a trend which will 
undoubtedly spread as gas-buggy makers 
save a few assembly dollars. The body 
of a modern car is sufficiently "high" 
above ground to make a pretty good 
collector but the rub comes when we 
attempt to install an effective counter- 
poise-type ground. 

ENGINEERS TELL US THAT THE 
efficiency' of under-chassis types is di- 
rectly proportional to their area, ef- 
fective distance from chassis and, more 
particularly, proximity to ground. Auto- 
radio antennas, apparently, consist 
largely of capacity, having little in- 
ductance, hence the stunt is to get 
maximum capacity to ground from one 
plate of the condenser," mininuini for 
the other, so creating the greatest pos- 
sible potential difference between plates. 
The most effective method would prob- 
ably be to use the car as the antenna, 
let a large wire "sleigh-ride" along the 
ground. This has, in fact, been tried, 
but the dragging or sagging wire gets 
tangled up in manhole-covers or the 
like. A long length of wire running 
around in the form of a square, under 
the car on long insulators screwed fore 
and aft beneath the running boards, also 
works well if relatively close to ground 
but this counterpoise, too, suffers from 
abrasion. 

PRACTICAL SYSTEMS CONTEM- 
plated include a "trombone-like" bend of 
tubing slid into insulating grommets fac- 
tory-included in running board or fender 
braces, wires embedded in the floor- 
boards and conventional plates. Because 
of their relatively small area, or distance 
above ground these are not, we under- 
stand, as effective as old top-types. Best 
estimates place the efficiency of the aver- 
age under-car antenna at not more than 
75 per cent of that achieved by the aver- 
age top-type. This makes the average 
under-car antenna about as efficient as 
a top-antenna in a coupe. 

POSSIBLY, AS ONE ENGINEER SUG- 
gests, the trend toward streamlining may 
simplify the problem. Why not, he asks, 
build a "stabilizing fin" of insulating ma- 
terial down the length of the car top 
and include an antenna rod or wire in 
its top edge? A fin seems necessary any- 
way in order to break up the "flatness" 
of extreme streamline design and, in 
addition to its usefulness as a parking 
placp for the radio antenna, might con- 
ceivably steady the car at high speeds. 
This idea will take "selling" to car de- 
signers and for this reason is not an 
immediate solution. It is by no means 
a "wild-eyed" dream, however, as a fleet 
of streamlined New York taxis already 
have small decorative fins. We gather 
that a fin would have to be about 3 
inches high. Less gives poor pickup. 

more doesn't seem to improve reception 
much. 

INSULATED BUMPERS, TIRE CAR- 
ricrs, trunks have been suggested as possi- 
ble antennae. These, vvc find, are very of 
ten directional because of shielding by 
the body of the car itself. Results vary 
widely from one car to another. The 
operation of under-car collectors, in 
fact, is anything but uniform as some 
chassis have transmission or body pro- 
jections which approach the ground 
more closely than others. The under- 
side contour of a car obviously deter- 
mines to some extent the effective po- 
tential difference which may be obtained 
between chassis and counterpoise-plate. 
And cars are steadily getting closer and 
closer to the road, which makes it in- 
creasingly difficult to design under-car 
collectors, 

SO THE SCURRYING AROUND CON- 
tinues. Someone will eventually hit upon a 
solution, In the meantime don't get 
the idea that metal-topped cars preclude 
all possibility of good radio reception. 
Such is not the case. We understand 
that because radio engineers little under- 
stood the characteristics of auto-radio 
antennae last year their receiver input 
circuits were poorly matched and af- 
forded little gain. This year more at- 
tention is being paid to matching of 
input circuits with the result that despite 
25 per cent decrease in antenna effec- 
tiveness overall gain is apt to be slightly 
better than last season. So many new 
-cts operating on less efficient antennae 
may well have greater pickup! 

AND SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO 
will be definitely better. Chassis pickup has 
been reduced to a point where spark- 
plug suppressors are rarely necessary 
by design improvements such as the 
following; (1) Building of first r.f. and 
first i.f. stage complete in a small, com- 
pact and individual shield container, 
eliminating nasty eddy-currents from 
the chassis. (2) Inclusion of a line filter 
which really does a job between battery 
and powerpack. (3) Shorter connections 
In all i.f. and r.f. circuits. (4) Use of 
condensers shielded by the very nature 
of their construction. (5) Electrical 
isolation of metallic control cable from 
the condenser-gang shaft by means of 
an insulated coiipling. 

Wanted: Appliance Data 
Our "sister" paper, "Electrical Mer- 

chandising," now publishes an appliance 
service section. 

Have you any data on the adjustment 
or repair of household refrigerators, 
washers, cleaners, oil-burners or minor 
appliances? 

Send them in to the Service Editor, 
"Electrical Merchandising," 330 West 
42nd Street, New York City. 

"Mereh" will pay for all accepted 
items, just as we do, of course. 

* ■ Antenna wires 

Waterproof insuhf/on between wires-' 
Connecting wire to mrfio 

Vf. F'0-L, 
Coils No. 30 copper w/re/ apart 9'fang, 

i rCapacity coupling J 

Fig,2 
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IT TAKES THE MYSTERY OUT OF TUBE SELLING 

Saves Yom Time—Makes You Money 

No More Fnmtig Hunting. Here's all essential Sales and Service Informa- 
tion in One Book. Any clerk, regardless of radio experience, can use it— 
Sell Tubes with it—Recommend Interchangeable Types with Confidence. 
It speeds up Tube Sales—Saves Time—and results in Prompt, Efficient 
service (0 t our customers. Don't pass up sales of Obsolete or Rarely Used 
types. Make this Additional Profit by using the WEBBER D. S. 
Manual—only one such sale will pay for it. It's complete—every Receiving 
& Ballast Type Tube ever used in receiving sets—250 of them with all 
essential information- —base diagrams—characteristics—-substitution data, 
and a tube index that alone is worth the price. 200 loose-leaf pages, 
Sy^Til 1, chuck full of Sales & Service Information for only Sl.SO. 

OO-S 

Radio Tube Manual 

A Ccmptrl* TnL, F«r Htiio D«<l And itrnttmt 
THE - IN OE X ALONE - IS ■ WORTH • TH £ • PQlCt 
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TUBPi BASE DIAGRAM CHART 
Tack ih s Handy Chare over Your Service Bench or in 
your Shop. It's a Time Saver—keeps your bench dear 
—your Hands Free. Lists over 300 Types of American 
and Canadian Receiving and Ballast Tubes with over 
50 Diagrams. A Quick Glance and you have the de- 
sired information. No Need to stop and "look it up" 
somewhere. It's Accurate—-Complete—and Readable at 
a Distance of six feet. Size 18 by 4S" on heavy durable 
stock. Send for one or more today . . . 25c each. 

New Improved Model 20 

$29.95 

ALL WAVE 
TEST OSCILLATOR 

FULL VISION 
DIRECT READ INC 

47-ineii fan shape laboratory type scale. No confusing graphs 
or charts. Continuously variable range. 8 bands cover from 90 kilocycles to 35 megacycles. AO on fundamental frequen- ries. Dial-Standardized at 48 points with Crystal Controlled Freonency Standards. Knife edge pointer with vernier drive. 
Licensed American Telephone & Telegraph circuit,. High. Medium and Low switch affords perfect attenuation control throughout entire range. 400 cycle note, approximately 
:{">% modulated, obtained by separate modulator tube. A. F Signal controHed by panel switch. Oik- piece aluminum ease prevents strays. Light weight, romp act—-carrt/ it anywhere: battery operated—it anywhere; A.C. or DC. districts, 
auto radios, farm radios, etc. If has the approval of manv 
set man n facturers. 

dsim efirl webber company 
ADTONtOTIVf • ELFCTRICAL ■ RADIO PRODUCTS 

DAILY N FW S DL • LDIMC . CH IC-AOO. L'.«..A 

New Model 30 

$34. 
95 

'NEON GLO" TUBE TESTER 
Dramatic and Sensitive Hot Short and Leakage Test. Large Bad-Good" Meter Dial for Quality Test. Sinking Control 
Panel with 3 Dial Windows attractively illuminated. EITi cieut "Neon-Glo" Condenser Tester Lndieate? leaky, open or shorted condensers. Extremely Accurate—Yet, Quick. Simple, and Easy to use—a Real Tube Seller Testing Over 140 Types. Distinctive. Instrument-Like Panel with New Appealing Art 
Metal Finish, is housed in large Quarter Sawed Oak Carrying Case. Quality Construction ThruouL. Moving Coil Meter. Tapped Primary Input. Large 3 Watt "Neon Gin" Lamp. Oversize Transformer. Only 4 Sockets, imporinnt switch contacts are silver plated, elc-i ronh- recti fier. Oak Carrying 
Case—Size 13 by 13 by 5% , Net weight —13 lbs. 

EARL WEBISKIt COMPANY Daily News Rldg.. Chicago, 111. 
□ Mail me the Webber Tube Manual. Enclosed is $1.50 □ Mail me Tube Base Diagram Chart Enclosed is 35c. Send me more information on the Model 30 Oscillator □ Send me information on the "Neon Glo" Tube Tester 
NAME  * -     
ADDRESS .... ....    
CITY   STATE   
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SERVICE SECTION TAfst1 

HOW TO BUILD AND USE 

A GRID-DIP OSCILLATOR 

By JIM KIRK 

THE gri]>(li|) oscillator is in use on some service benches but most of those in 
use cover only the broadcast band. Or they employ plug-in coils to obtain 

complete coverage. 
To do away with the nuisance of plug in coils, I have built the grid dip os- 

cillator shown in the photograph and schematic. It lias easily become the most 
valuable testing instrument 1 use. There is nothing novel about the schematic. 
It is an ordinary Hartley with coil switching, midget coupling condenser and an 
external power pack. A 3 position switch is provided to connect the 2 gang 
condenser in series, parallel or single section. 

A sheet metal worker built the galvanized iron box with the sloping panel. 
I drilled the necessary holes and then   
had the finish baked on. It is called 
variously, Crystalline, Frostinc or 
Crackle, 

The coils are all shielded and must 
be placed at right angles to each other, 
or separated as far as possible. 1 hey 
arc wound on small diameter forms to 
make their fields as compact as possible. 
If all this is not done you will find 
mysterious dips when nothing is con- 
nected to the output. These would be 
caused if one of the unused inductances 
happened to resonate with a harmonic 
of the coil being used. 

Coils may be home-wound or pur- 
chased. 

The meter may be any one handy, 
reading from one to ten milliamperes, 
full scale. The value of the cathode re- 
sistor depends on the meter and the 
plate voltage used. It is best to use a 
low plate voltage and select a cathode 
resistor that gives about three fourths 
scale reading on the meter, 

A sheet metal man made the tin 
frame that holds the calibration chart 
and protecting glass. The escutcheons 
were drawn on paper with india ink and 
covered by heavy celluloid obtained 
front an auto curtain dealer. 

Each circuit is color-coded. The 
ground pin-jack is black and is con- 
nected to the chassis when measuring 
the coils in a receiver. The other pin- 
jack is red. You might pass over the 
dip by turning the dial rapidly and using 
minimum coupling condenser capacity. 
So I usually set the condenser about 
half in so as to get a pronounced dip. 
When the dip is found, I reduce coupling 
to minimum to obviate "trigger" effect 
and obtain accuracv. 

nt VC'vV s i. > r r— -rfro /'/{Jigr As power Block pock 

PARTS LIST 
1 Metal shielding cabinet, black crystal- 

line finish 
1 Vernier Dial 1 Donble-deck 5 point inductance switch 
1 Milliametcr. (Sec text) 
2 small switch knobs 

Calibration 

When I came to tlie problem of cali- 
brating I ran into a snag. If you have 
access to a variable inductance stand- 
ard, it is easy but who has? 1 had to 
find some other method. 

I thought it would be fine to have it 
calibrated in micro-henries and milli- 
henries. Then when some construc- 
tional article said. "Use 1.6 milli- 
henries of inductance" 1 could sav. 

±151 Grey 

Gr-rer 
ffyra/Ie/i 

—1— Coupling Th concfcnser Jac is jor 
Red ■' 'nduc''anci 

/ mcosuremenf 

"Oakie-Doak." But the only method I 
could think of was rough and inaccurate. 
In fact, I have found it so inaccurate 
that you might say it is simply an ar- 
bitrary system. Still, I used it in com- 
bination with my final method so I will 
describe it. 

I took a flock of honeycomb coils 
from the junk box and found the 
resonant point of each. Then i looked 
up the manufacturers' inductance ratings 
for these coils and drew curves to ob- 
tain other values of inductance. Honey- 
comb coils vary so much that this only 
gave me a rough idea of inductance 
value. 

So I re-calibrated in the following 
way. While this does not calibrate the 
instrument in terms of inductance, it 
does present an accurate and serviceable 
calibration. I hooked up a regenerative 
honeycomb coil detector circuit and 
calibrated this circuit from my manu- 
factured signal generator. Then I 
turned off the current in the regenerative 
detector, took off the signal generator 
clips and clipped the grid dip oscillator 
on the grid inductance. I repeated this 
process for each band and now f know 
the inductance and capacity combination 
for any frequency in the range of the 
grid dip oscillator. If anyone knows 
of a better method, especially of a 
method of calibrating directly in terms 
of inductance, 1 will be glad to hear 
from him. 

t double pole three position swiich 
I 2 gang variable condenser 
t 50 mmfd (or approximate) midget 

variable condenser 
1 .25 MFD fixed condenser 
2 Insulated tips Jacks (One red, one 

black) 
1 3 prong tube socket 
1 27 tube 5 shielded inductances 
t Cable and plug 
1 frame, chart and glass 
I cathode resistance (See text) 

Uses 
Here arc ten of the commonest uses 

I find for the grid-dip oscilaltor: 
1. To discover whether a set needs 

balancing or not. 
2. To find which socket is r.f., which 

i.f., which o.sx. and a.f. in an unknown 
set. 

3. To go through a dead set to see if 
there is any r.f. trouble, such as shorted 
trimmers, shorted or open r.f. chokes. 

4. To measure capacity of small con- 
densers both fixed and variable. 

5. To do a rough preliminary balanc- 
ing job where the trinuners arc badly off 
and you must start from scratch. 

6. To find out how many turns to 
wind on a coil for construction work 

7. To see whether the oscillator tube 
in a super-heterodyne is set at siiin 
frequency or difference frequency. 

8. To measure r.f. resistance roughly 
and so compare r.f. coils for efficiency. 

9. To cut down a receiver for police 
hand reception. 

10. To test new inductances, i.f. trans- 
formers and chokes before installing 
them in receivers. 

Taking up these ten uses more in de- 
tail vve start with number one. A set is 
received that seems to lack pep. ft may 
need balancing and then again it may 
not and some other cause may be re- 
sponsible for its lack of sensitivity. In- 
stead of using the signal generator and 
actually trying to align the receiver to 
find out if it needs aligning, I simply 
ground one lead of the grid-dip oscilla- 
tor to the chassis and rapidly, one by 
one. touch the control grids with the 
other. If the dial of the grid-dip os- 
cillator must he readjusted quite a few 
degrees each time, you are safe in tell- 
ing the customer that the set needs a 
re-balance job If you get a dip at the 
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MOCIIl 666 TYP£ 1A 

The 

WESTON 

SOCKET SELECTOR SET 

There's no need for you lo he handicapped with an ana- 
lyzer ineapahle of analyzing all of today's radio receivers. 
A small expenditure will bring it out of the obsolete class. 

Wcslon makes it possible through the improved Weston 
Socket Selector Sot which is readily adapted to any and 
all analyzers. Simply attach the Socket Selector Unit to 
the analyzer , . . and by use of the colored adapter com- 
binations you are set for all present day 4- 5- 6- and 
7-prong tube receivers. 

It's a simple, inexpensive way for you to broaden the 
scope of your present analyzer. Although, nothing you can 
do with an old analyzer can ever give you the depend- 
ability and profit-producing service that the new Weston 
models illustrated can give, A bulletin describes all. Send 
for copy . , , Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 
581 Frelinglmysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey, 

Model 66:> 
Selective Ax alyzek 

— available with ro- 
tary switch for selfr- 
rinn of ranges — or. 
with pin jfir/c.K, in n 
Intcer cost /nOtld. 

Model f>(J8 
SEI.ECTIVK SET Servicer 

• a modern If eslint 
set servicer at ex- 
tremely low cost. 
The outstandins val- 
ue in test ot/uipment. 

Weston 
Kr/c/io Im/mmenfs' 

Weston Klectbicvl Instru^IBNt Cokporatiom 
581 Frelingliiiysfii \\f-nni-. Newark. N. i. 

Semi tmllelJn on Wp^Ioii Haflio In^trumciits. 

Dual-Section ELECTROLYTICS 

In 4-1, 1-8 and H-8 
rnfd. units. 
Inilividual sections 
. . . not concentri- 
cally wound dual 
sections. 
Ilcnvily wax-impreff- 
n a t e d cardboard case with mounting 
flmiffos. 
Flexible rubber-cov- 
ered leads, color- 
coded for polarity. 

Ultra-Compact Aerovox Hi-Farad 
£lcclrolytics . ♦ . individual sections 
. . . l our leads instead of three, thus 
providing two negatives and two posi- 
tives . . . lor more applications and 
greater flexibility in application. Also 
mounting flanges. 

FREE DATA' ISeW 1^5 CataloK in A ASIX M. JX. yours lor the askill}ti 
Also sample copy of licsearch Worker. Ask 
your nearest jobber about the Aerovox line of condensers and resistors. 

EKvvvX 

CORPORATION | 
74 Washington St. ; : Brooklyn, N. V, | 

^iiiniiiiiiioiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiMiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiitlliliiiliiiMiin? 
giitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiikiiiiiiPiiiiiiimiiiiiifitiiiii   
| Condenser Leakage--Discovered! 1 

Electrolytic, paper, and mica condensers may 1 
increase in leakage current with use and | 
shelf life, resulting in short service life and | 
faulty receiver operation. Capacity and Ohm | 

meters do not indicate these faulty | 
condensers, but the I 

✓fiTTTi, CONDENSER 1 

mIIU? ANALYZER I 
will find the defective condenser | 
instantly. | 

Only $11,40 net to servicemen. 
Order one today from your jobber, 

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORPORATION 
CANTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

I 

A 

Address . 
i'.ify and State 

RECENT t-heck showed that, iti addition 
to over 2000 primary service organi- 
zations, 88% of Radio Retmling's 
readers are important factors in the 
having of service equipment and re- 
placement parts. 

Manufacturers can effectively and 
economically reach this large and 
profitable market each month with 
an advertising message in these Serv- 
ice Section pages. 
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SERVICE SECTION 

same point, the set can not be badty 
out and something else is causing the 
lack of sensitivity. 

Suppose you get an orphan super- 
heterodyne, or a set you arc unfamiliar 
with, and 3rou do not have a service 
manual for it. Often the sequence of 
the tubes is not the same as the circuit 
sequence. Ground one grid-dip oscilla- 
tor lead and take all the tubes out, (The 
beauty of lite grid-dip oscillator is that 
you do not have to have any current in 
the set to test it). Touch the other oscil- 
lator lead to the control grid terminals 
one by one. R.f. tubes will dip some- 
where in the broadcast band (or in the 
short wave band if you have an all wave 
receiver to test). The oscillator tube 
will dip at a higher frequency than the 
r.f. I.f, tubes will dip at the intermedi- 
ate used and incidently this will tell you 
roughly what intermediate frequency is 
being used. Second detectors will give 
a dip at the i.f. frequency on the con- 
trol grid but the plate will not dip, 
though the i.f. amplifier plates will. 
You can not get any dip at ail on the 
a.f. tubes. 

A shorted trimmer condenser or 
shorted coll will cause the set to he 
completely dead. Few men have ohm- 
meters that go down to low enough 
value to detect the difference between 
the resistance of the coil and the same 
coil shorted. Even if the service man 
has such an ohmmeter, resistance 
analysis is long and tiresome and he is 
likely to try everything else before 
painstakingly making a thorough re- 
sistance analysis. Besides, correct re- 
sistance tables for all receivers arc lack- 
ing, so the thorough resistance analysis 
of diagnosis is not used often. Of 
course, this would catch the shorted 
trimmer or coil but it is all so easy with 
the grid-dip oscillator. You can really 
use the grid-dip oscillator for a con- 
tinuity tester for all inductances'. 

Small fixed condensers are rarely 

what they are marked on the case. It 
is not important that their capacity he 
exact unless they are padding con- 
densers or used for tuning. In these 
cases, or where it is desirable to meas- 
ure condensers up to 500 mnifd., their 
capacity can be accurately determined 
with the grid-dip oscillator. Hook the 
condenser to be measured in parallel 
with a honeycomb coil or handy in- 
ductance, whose resonance falls conveni- 
ently somewhere in the broadcast band. 
Hook the grid-dip oscillator leads to 
this combination and turn the dial until 
you get a dip. Leave everything set; 
remove the unknown condenser and in 
its place substitute a variable con- 
denser calibrated in capacity. Rotate 
this calibrated condenser dial until you 
get a dip and read the capacity of the 
unknown directly from the dial of the 
calibrated condenser. 

I have had the following thing hap- 
pen twice. Perhaps no customer of 
yours ever did the following stunt, but 
if he did, the grid-dip oscillator would 
have saved a great deal of time. The 
customer referred to owned a super- 
heterodyne receiver with many trimmers 
and the set did not perform just right 
to suit him and he decided to be his own 
mechanic. He noticed a lot of trimmer 
screws were lose and knowing from au- 
tomobile experience that all chassis 
screws and nuts should be kept 
tightened, he proceeded to screw every 
trimmer down tightly! One customer 
even decided to do a thorough job and 
put metal spring washers under every 
trimmer, replacing the insulating mica, 
which he threw away as being too 
flimsy! Thus I had to make insulating 
mica washers for each trimmer and start 
from scratch. The grid-dip oscillator 
saved a great deal of time in both find- 
ing the trouble (he did not tell me at 
first what he had done) and in making 
the rough adjustments I finished off 
with a signal generator and output 

meter used for the final alignment, 
For construction work the grid-dip os- 

cillator is the "berries." You can dis- 
cover how many turns you need on a 
coil before you mount it in the set 
and make it unnecessary to tear the 
whole set apart to remove a few turns. 
You can even build the r.f. section of 
the receiver first and align it roughly 
before you build the a.f. or power sup- 
ply. 

A superheterodyne that is designed 
to work at a sum frequency (and most 
commercial supers are) may sometimes 
be accidently adjusted to difference fre- 
quency. As such it will work, but. im- 
properly. There is a complicated method 
to find out if the oscillator tube in the 
super is adjusted to sum frequency or 
difference frequency but the grid-dip 
method is simplest and easiest. Just 
touch the grid and find out. 

To compare r.f. coils for their r.f. 
resistance, measure them both without 
touching the controls. Everything else 
being the same, the coil which causes 
the greatest clip has the lowest r.f, re- 
sistance. 

It is difficult to cut a receiver down 
to police calls by listening until you 
hear the calls. The calls are off and on 
and sometimes 15 minutes elapses be- 
tween them. You might easily cut too 
much off by this method. It is easier 
when you have a calibrated signal gen- 
erator but the grid-dip oscillator method 
is the easiest of all, Just cut slowly, test- 
ing continually with the oscillator until 
you hit it. 

Once upon a time I. ordered a 175 ke. 
intermediate transformer. Through an 
error the clerk filled the order with a 
260 kc. transformer. There was no 
identifying mark on the transformer 
and if I had not made it a habit to 
test new inductances with the grid-dip 
oscillator before installing them in a 
set. I might have torn considerable hair 
before I discovered the error. 

SHOP SHORTCUTS 

Tube-Type "Mixer" 

By Paul E. Grivet 

Quite often, in order to realize great- 
est flexiblity from an amplifier, it is de- 
sirable to have two input circuits, at 
least one of which may be varied from 
zero to full output without affecting the 
level of the other. This may, of course, 
he accomplished with an extra mixing 
and attenuator panel but the same result 
may be achieved in a simpler and less 
expensive manner. 

After experimenting with different 
circuits I found that a truly flexible 
mixer could be made up by using a six- 
prong. 2.5 volt heater "Wunderlich" 
tube put out by Arcturus. This tube 
has two concentric input grids with a 
conventional cathode and plate. In all 

AVrfif h't-Unlint/, February. 7SJ5 

cases a tube of this type is used as the 
first amplifier stage, irrespective of what 
the original input circuit may be. 

In the event that the first stage is a 
57 in a three-stage amplifier the mixer 
tube is added ahead of the 57, making 
a four-stage amplifier and using the 
first circuit diagrammed. Where a 56 
is used as the first stage the Wunder- 
lich may sometimes be subtituted with- 
out changing anything except the socket 
to make provision for the extra grid. 
This, however, does not always work 
out and either of the two output ar- 
rangements shown may here be used 
substituting, if necessary, a fixed re- 
sistor for the 50,000 ohm variable in the 
first diagram. 

The reason for placing the volume 
control after the Wunderlich when it is 
used in a four-stage job is that in order 

'rt .-j: 

T 

For 4 SFctge Amp 

I 
TJ 

For 2or SS+ocje Amp. 

to minimize hum it is best to vv 
first stage at high level and con 
volume in the second stage input 

With the arrangement shown 
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TUBULAR CONDENSERS f 

Meia! end piece for fad solder _ 
oaiai iron hed roaiahon Prevcnh "OPENS' 

Protruding 
rotted wax 

svv-v 

Ton Dioucmmann Cohpobation 

"SURGPROOF" 
and 

"OPENPROOF" 

Lowest 
prices 

consistent 
with our 

high 
STANDARD 

Bare solid QUALITY 
vi finned wire 

leads 
TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORPORATION 

I CANTON. MASSACHUSETTS 
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RO LiV 

Model C,12 

FOR HIGHEST QUALITY RADIO 
AND PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT 

^ Mirror like fidelity makes the Kola G'12 ^roup of models a splendid 
addition to the finest public address or radio equipment. They repre- 
sent a distinct advance in speaker design. The high fidelity design has 
a variation within 10 DB over a range of 50 to 7500 cycles. The gen- 
eral response design has variation within 10 DB over 50 to 5000 cycles. 
They are essentially quality units, with greater power handling capacity, 
ideally suiied for use with all types of radio equipment, electro musical 
instruments, theater and public address systems. Ten years of cumu- 

been cmb  " lative improvements have embodied in this latest of Rola products. 
—New cone designs permitting either wide range or general response 

characteristics as may be required to meet specific applications. 
—A new method of cone suspension. 
—A new large high efficiency Voice Coil. 
—A new centering and clamping means. 
—An improved method of balancing the cone and Voice Coil assembly. 
Kola's recent development that makes possible a new low and high 

frequency balance. 
Model G-12 is a full 12" speaker with massive field coil structure 
(Maximum tN/z pounds wire capacity), a quality reproducer with struc- 
tural strength and ruggedness capable of giving Jong and satisfactory 
service. Available in either high fidelity or general response and for cither AC (any voltage or frequency) or DC, of any field resistance, 
and with transformer to meet any output tube requirements. 

BETTER QUALITY PUBLIC ADDRESS 

SELLS BETTER 
This is an obvious fact which puts the speaker right on the spot. If 
ihe speaker equipment is not right, the finest engineering back of it is 
lost. Rola Speakers improve the selling value of any radio receiver or 
public address system. 
Our engineering department will gladly furnish any additional daca 
on request. 

THE ROLA COMPANY, CLEVELAND OHIO 
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f OF EXTREMELY 
COMPACT TYPES 

HANDY FOR SERVICE 

"Here's what I think about 

NATIONAL UNION RADIO TUBES 

Site 

or , 

NATIONAL. 
^UNION^ 

KAWO til fAiw Ct-AMNieift ^ 

Say: Fred D. Kerridge 
'/j Mhinenpolis, .Mnnt. 

"So far this year (1934). 
1 have used about 800 of 
them, and to date, have re- 
placed only two tubes, 
which is about 400 per 
cent better than any other 
tube 1 bas e ever used. 
"I am personally SOl.D on 
National Union tubes and 
1 am selling only National 
Union. 
"I have taken advantage 
of five of your shop equip- 
ment offers, and they have 
certainly been a great help 
in my work . . . thanks to 
National Union." 

Thousands of alert aggres- 
sive Service Dealers have 
joined the National Union 
plan for better service 
business. Why not you? 

SEND COUPON TODAY! 

: National Union Radio Corp- 
: of N. Y. 
: 400 Madison Ave., N. Y. C 
: 'Veil viv about the National Union p/an for 
: merchandising radio service, and free 
• shop equipment, 
: Name   
j Street     
• City State     
i flit 2-35 



SERVICE SECTIO 

Tirst figure, the level of the input to No. 
2 grid must be at a higher level than 
on No. 1 in order to get full fle.xibility 
out of the arrangement, 

Improved Tone Control 

By J. P. Kennedy 
An inherent defect of conventional 

tone control systems is the decrease in 
volume which occurs when the controls 
are adjusted for maximum bass response. 
The use of straight capacity-type con- 
trols greatly reduces this annoying ef- 
fect. 

The first diagram is that of a more or 
less standard detector and resistance- 
coupled a.f. stage. The position of the 
usual combination variable resistance 

TT7JTTTT 

II 

and fixed capacity control is shown by 
llic dotted lines. Remove this control 
and substitute an 8-stcp condenser, mar- 
keted for tone control use, or a 4 to 8 
point tap switch with associated con- 
densers as shown. Values of condensers 
which will give smooth control in such 
a system arc: .00025, .0005, .001, .0025, 
.005, .01, .025 and .05. 

The second diagram illustrates the 
use of this same tone control system 
in a push-pull power circuit. Note that 
in this case plate current for the de- 
tector or first a.f, stage is diverted from 

xxxxai-ia. 
TTTTTTTT 

ttie transformer primary and (lows, in- 
stead, through a .1 megohm resistor. 
Removal of d.c. from the primary often 
improves overall tone quality. 

The conventional control, shown from 
power-tube grid to grid by dotted lines, 
is removed. 

PHILCO 80 AC. Noise . . . J'late 
lead from i.f. transformer to first 36 
rubs coil base and insulation is punc- 
tured, Or. grid resistor number 26 for 
-12 tube, lying close to socket, shorts to 
prong. 

TRICKS of the TRADE 

AK 55, 50. Motorboating, all parts 
in detector and a.f. check ok and all con- 
densers working properly . . . Make 
careful resistance check of all choke 
coils in r.f. system. A short of only 2 
ohms in just one choke will cause this 
tronblc. 

CHEVROLET 364441 (1933). Os- 
cillator dead on all or part of dial . . . 
First section of candohm strip, 4,200 
ohms, .002 condenser across this re- 
sistor and tube all ok. Replace oscil- 
lator coil even though continuity test 
reads perfect. 

CHEVROLET 1929, 30, 31, 32, Ob- 
stinate cases of ignition interference 
. . . Bond the body to the frame, or 
chassis, at both sides, in the front. Right 
about at the bulkhead is a good spot to 
do this. This is particularly effective 
when the car has run up a lot of mile- 
age. Use a piece of heavy shielding and 
self-tapping screws both in body and in 
frame. In extreme cases of noise move 
the elcctrolock cable and wire up ig- 
nition like later model, with one switch 
in hot lead. 

CROSLEY 27, 28, No reception, 
weak signals or intermittent reception 
. . . Check for faulty 1 mike bypass con- 
nected between s-g of 32 detector and 
ground. It is in a can, with two ter- 
minals exposed. Each terminal is a 
separate condenser with the common 
connection to ground. 

ECHOPHONE S-5. No signals . . 
Remove cardboard cover from coils at 
end of chassis. Move coils close and 
keep at 90 degree angle. 

FORD-MAJESTIC. Set completely 
dead , . . Plug in and note ammeter 
drain. If abnormally high remove 
transformer pack and replace small vi- 
brator condenser at side of transformer. 
If screen voltage is absent remove 
speaker and plate cover to right of 
speaker and then replace the brown re- 
sistor. 

KOLSTER International. Fading, 
after a few minutes of operation . , 
Often caused by shorting of resistor lo- 
cated near volume control to one of con- 
trol terminals. 

KOLSTER-BRANDES B15, E16. 
Poor volnmo . . . Replace all wire 
wound grid resistors with new 3,000 
ohm units. 

ZENITH 50 SERIES. Loud hum, 
all parts and tubes checking ok . . . 
Connect 250,000 ohm resistor from grid 
to grid of push-pull second audio tubes. 

MAJESTIC 90B. Intermittent re- 
ception . . . Sometimes defective choke 
in r.f. lead. To remedy, short out choke. 
Performance is not noticeably impaired 

 iMBHi 

MAJESTIC 55, 15. Oscillation not 
traceable to filter condensers or re- 
sistors . . Replace detector coupling 
condenser behind resistor board rear 
wall with .05, 400 volt type. 

PHILCO 15. Cuts on and off . . . 
Replace resistance-condenser combina- 
tion No. 24 on schematic. This is the 
cathode resistance and bypass. Use 200 
ohms and .1 mike. 

PHILCO 45, 145. Distortion or no 
signals, trouble not due to tubes . . , 
Replace bypass number 30-4170M with 
.05, 600 volt. 

SILVERTONE 1570. Trouble due 
to electrolysis . . . To completely cure 
this for all time use a dpst switch to re- 
place the spst switch in order that the 
B minus lead as well as the A positive 
may be broken. Change oscillator coil 
to one using bakelite form or lay Em- 
pire cloth between form and winding. 

SILVERTONE 1580. Improving 
sensitivity . . . Use 200 ohm resistor in 
place of 400 ohms found in series with 
volume control. 

SPARTON 16. Intermittent noise, 
erratic operation, become increasingly 
noticeable if any part of chassis or tube's 
is tapped . . . Due to looseness of con- 
denser rotors on shaft. Rotor hubs are 
cast Drill and tap, with a bottoming 
tap, the hub of each rotor for two short 
6/32 setscrews. Or solder one end of 
each hub to the shaft with a large, hot 
iron and spatterless flnx. Also desir- 
able to ground center of shaft with 
flexible pigtail in place of original 
brush. 

STEW ART-WARNER Converter. 
No reception . . . Remove botli tubes 
and clean prongs thoroughly with sand- 
paper. Also see that 27 oscillator shield 
is not touching condenser gang. Cross- 
talk from broadcast band while listening 
to shortwaves . , . See that broadcast 
receiver dial is set jnst above 1,000 kc. 
and make the connecting wire from ont- 
put of converter to antenna post of be 
job as short as possible. 

TRAVELER. Noise in models us- 
ing a yellow coated, heavy bus wire 
around an r.f. coil for coupling . . . Re- 
move heavy bus wire very carefully and 
sec if insulation is not worn off, short- 
ing to windings of coil underneath. 

UNITED MOTORS 4038 (CHEVRO- 
LET 600249, 600565, BOP 980459). 
Low or intermittently low volnnie ac- 
companied by poor quality and missing 
bass notes . . . Check primary of push- 
pull input transformer carefully. Trouble 
is deceptive as voltages are not affected. 
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l 
Most encouraging in 1934 was a marked 

increase in the list price of sets and a 

failing off in the sale of low priced 

merchandise—a trend which should be 

accentuated in 1935. An advertising 

message in Radio Retailing will reach 

the 20,000 retailers who do the hulk of 

this profitable business. 
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NOTE THE DOUBLE SPRING-ACTION BLADES 

JOBBERS! DEALERS! MANUFACTURERS! 
HERE is the most outstanding improvement in Attachment Plug Caps 
in all electrical history. Because of its absolute safety and greater 
efficiency, the patented Spring-Action Plug will eventually replace 
all ordinary plugs. This plug will not fall out of ceiling outlets or 
work loose in wall outlets, (t will even function in worn outlets. No 
other plug is like it. It is setting a new standard . , , creating new 
sales opportunity. 
The Spring-Action Plug may be had in a variety of sizes in either 
bakelite or rubber. A cube-top with Spring-Action Blades is also 
available. For samples, prices and descriptive information, fill In cou- 
pon and mail it to us today. Approved by Underwriters' Laboratories. 
ATTENTION RADfO SERVICEMEN: You > 
□ rrd poises caused by faulty contact . . 
ATTENTION MANUFACTURERS: Use of the Spring- ^ 
Action Plug completely eliminates service calls and -^P 
returned merchandise resulting from failure of the 
plug to moke contact. 

'ill find that this plug elimJnates fading 
a sure seller. 

}prin. 
ilion_ 

AIIACHMENT PLUG CAPS 

Allied Mercantile Co., 11-15 East Runyon St., Newark, N. J. 
You may send free samples. No obligation. 

Name .         
Firm Name     
St. 
State —   J{ 

City  
Dealer Manufacurer 

My Jobber is. 

MILL) ON S N U S E 
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"NOISE-MASTER" 

ANTENNA ••• 

Mill 
Makes Bad Reception Good 
Makes Good Reception Better 
Catalogue No. 14 
List Price . . . 

i\ SUMCI: Di;>1 o-\STnArio> KIT 
Upholding our reputation for best antenna and 
radio wire products ... a scientifically engi- 
neered unit which eliminates "man made" noises 
over both broadcast and short wave bands. Li- 
censed under Amy, Aceves & King patents. 
Permits operation of more than one set from 
one aerial. Here is the peak of antenna effi- 
ciency—try it on your next servicing job. 

W rite for latest bulletins. 
rOUiMSII WIRE rOMPA-W 

30 Clmreli Street New York City 
Eiimmmiiiiiiimiiiimiiii imimiiiiimimiifiiimiii i miimi i mniiM iiiniiin i iimiiiiDrimiimmiiinimrimmiitiiiiimiiiiimiiH 

CRYSTAL RIBBON 

PRE-AMPLIFIER 70 D.B.GAIN 

-HUMLE55 A.C.OPERATION 

i , 

O h I e. t f.'. 4. e r n r z e Mi 
RADOLEK'S New All Electric Pre- 
three stage Amplifier operate at max 
Ribbon, or Dynamic microphones. 
60 cycle A. C. with negligible hum. 
and volume. 
SERVICEMEN! Here is your 
chance to make extra profit on your 
P. A. Service jobs. Modernize the 
Amplifier! Demonstrate this re- 
markable improvement; let your 
customer hear the clearer, more life- 
like sounds produced by a modern 
microphone and Pre-Ampljfler driv- 
ing bis own P. A. System! Here is a 
profitable new market which hasn't 
been sold. RADOLEK protects 
your profits this Pre-Am plifier is 
advertised at list price in the leading 
"fan ' magazine. You can sell both 
the Pre-Amplifier and a Crystal 
Microphone! 

Systems! 
ny ! efficiency with modern Crystal. 

All-Electric, operates from 115 volt. 
Makes any amplifier have better tone 

TECHNICALLY SPEAKING: 
The Radolek Pre-Amplifier employs 
an 80, 75 and 77 tube. A prac- 
tically distortionless and Kumless 
gain of 70 Db is secured over a fre- 
quency range of 40 to 9000 cycles. 
The Tremendous gam couples any 
Crystal, Ribbon or Dynamic micro- 
phone at highest efficiency to the 
power amplifier. Input "Z", 5 
Megohms; Output to 200, 400— 
500 ohm or high "Z" line. size 
14 x 4 x 8" high. Wt. Approx. 
12 lbs. List Price. $33.00 with 
tubes, 
YOUR PRICE $19.40 

The RADOLEK COMPANY 
5 9 1 W est Randoljih Street 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
- Free Crystal P. A. Book and 1935 Profit Guide! 
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AGAIN THE PRICE 

OF LEADERSHIP 

^ The Grunow picture, from the first, has been one of individuality and leadership. From 

the beginning, Mr. Grunow has never followed a style trend. But he has set plenty of them. 

Throughout his amazing career W. C. Grunow has always had the unc anny knack of sensing 

the trend of puhlie taste and, with sure and deft touches, creating a masterpiece in wood or 

steel that had the beauty and glamour necessary to make people want it on sight. 

streamline design of cabinets which are the 

trademarks of genius. 

And again they followed the leader. They 

have tried to copy Grunow's refrigerator 

cabinet—they have tried desperately—and 

with fair success, some of them, to copy 

Grunow's radio cabinets. 

Copies are imitations. Grunow originals 

cost no more than the imitations. That's 

how Grunow has built and maintained his 

leadership. 

Time and again copyists have paid tribute 
to Grunow's originality, but it is unfair to 

always let them go undisturbed. This or- 

ganization will take steps to protect its deal- 

ers and enable the public to distinguish the 
original roll front—streamline design of 

the Grunow cabinet from those which have 

followed and embodied its distinguishing 

eharaet eristics. 

For your own benefit handle "Grunow." 

the original. 

The construction of our streamlined cabinets, that have helped to make the Grunow 
famous as a radio of beauty and tone qualify, has certain patented features protected under 

Letters Patent issued by the United Slates Patent Office under No. 1981494, and we give 

tinliee to the World that recourse will be had against any and all infringers ol said patent, 

GENERAL HOUSEHOLD UTILITIES COMPANY 

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 

As "different" as all Grunow products 

have been, none of them has ever remained 

on dealers' floors or failed to attract public 

acclaim. 

In creating a superbly beautiful new refrig- 

erator, Grunow not only built a master- 

piece mechanically, harnessing a new safe 

type of refrigerant to protect the home, but 

he also created an entirely new style of 

cabinet—new in cnnstruction and startling- 

ly new in design and beauty. 

Then he tackled the job of setting an abso- 

lutely new style in radio cabinets—not any 
easy job, surely, but a job for a master 

mind to approach with deference, consider- 
ing the hundreds, yes thousands of cab- 

inets that had gone before, representing the 
creative genius of everyone from Norman 

Itel Geddes to Joseph Dokes. 

Yet, Mr. Grunow solved the problem. 

Working with designers of his own choos- 

ing he produced the beautiful roll front— 
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EMPLOYMENT and BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES—SURPLUS STOCKS—DISCONTINUED MODELS 
UNDISPLAYED—RATE PER WORD: 

Positions Wanted (full or pan-lime salaried 
employment only), 11) cents a word, min- imum S2.00 an insertion, payable in adt-anoe. 

(See TI on Box Numbers,) 
Positions Vacant and all other claeeifica- 

tions, 15 cents a word, mmmium charge 
S3.00. Proposals. 40 cents a line an insertion. 

INFORMATION: Box numbers in care of our New York. 
Chicago and San Francisco offices count 10 words additional in undisplayed ads. 
Replies forwarded without extra charge. 

Discount of 10% if one payment ia made 
in advance for four consecutive inser- 
tions of mi displayed ads (not including 
proposals i, 

DISPLAYED—RATE PER INCH: 
1 inch   558.00 3 to 3 inches  7.80 per inch 
4 to 7 inches   7.60 per inch 
Bates for larger spaces, or yearly rates. on request. 
An ajdveriisina inch is measured vertically 

on one column. 3 columns—30 inches— 
to a page. Radio Retailing 

SERVICE 
guide 
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ity standard , radio Une3 at 

  — ol exact anpit. 

writenow 

Allied madio 

SERVICEMEN-DEALERS 
"Send for our Handbook and Calafog" 

Complete Stock of NEW 
Radio Replacement Parts 

Hard to Get Parts in Stock 
Power Packs and Speakers Repaired 

GRANT RADIO LABORATORIES 6521 -R South Halste-d St., Chicago. 111. 

GENUINE GREBE PARTS 
81llc■l, npi-rai ions ceased at the Orrbo Factory two years ago. wo, the former employees and Factory Manager, have sucressfuHy carried on the Service Drpartinenl. of A. IT. Grel»e & Co.. Inc., which was 
purchased by us in its entirety, including test equipment. Use only genuine Grebe Parts In servicing these sets, WriU for Parts Price List. 
C. I. VERMILYE, 137-28 Jamaica Ave., Jamaica. N.Y. 

Owner and former General Factory Manager of A H. Grebe & Co.. Inc. 

CORPORATION 
833 W.JACKSON BLVD.,CHICAGO,ILL. 

MANUFACTURERS 

ATTENTION 

An organization with nation-wide sales 
set-up is interested in making an ar- 
rangement with a manufacturer who 
is desirous of having the entire out- 
put of their plant sold nationally. 
Radio, electrical, automotive or allied 
lines acceptable. Address replies to 

RW-195, Radio Retailing, 
330 W. 4-2nd St., New York, N. Y. 

AGENTS WANTED 

BIG PROFITS 

THEATRE EQUIPMENT 
- VMPit itfhuiH 
Projectors, Screens, 
Seundhceds, Amplifiers, 
Chairs, Portable Projectors, 
Arc Lamps/ Rectifiers 
and Generators* 

It KPAI IKING AT I.OWFST It AT*:* 

S.O. S. CORP., 1600 .Broadway, New York 
S. O. S. Buys Equipment at Highest Prices E 

|iiif«iiiimirrmiimiiiiimmiiiiimii               

lOur.... 

| NEW.. 

| Short-Wave 

I RADIO 

I GLOBES 

OF THE WORLD 

\CT NOW! 

| Show Call Letters and 

| Locations of Foreign Stations! 
| • 

Send for new catalog 

showing all sizes and styles 

TJio Appliance Directory 
Is not for sale at any 
price but ia given 
FREE of CHARGE 
only with a N E W - 
PREPAID subscrip- 
tion to the monthly 
publication. Rlectrical 
MCTChainlising. Orders 
placed now will be 
rilled March 15. 19:{5. 

Get This \ cm 
APPLIANCE 
DIRECTORY 

FREE 

Mith a NEW-PREPAID 

Subscription to 
Kievl rical V/prchandisin g 

TP HIS valuable 80 page, cloth bound 
■*- Directory lists detailed specifications on 
over 5.000 household electrical appliances. 
It saves your time and helps increase your 
sales by telling- you all yon need to know 
about the appliances on the market today. 
It lists iiianu facturers'' names, addresses, 
model umntiers, trade names, size, color, 
weight, rapacity, price, finish, motor, and 
special features for each item. A ready 
reference lor year around use. 

-MAIL THIS COl TON AM* FAVMKNT AT ONCE— 

ELECTRICAL MKKCIIA NOISING, 331* \V. EM St.. New Vm k, N. V. 
O.K. I sure can me the 'Household Dheetort/.' AKaehcd 

is ft>2. Send me the BLIXTKICAL MERCHANDISTNG 
for one year and mail me the big SO-pairc buying direclory ;is soon 
as it's ready. 

THE GEORGE F, CRAM COMPANY 
Est. 1867 

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 

| Name 

1 Street 

1 City . 

Position. . . , 

    Slate  $'* subscription ler niust aecoinpan> your order. 
■'•lililttlliiliiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiibiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimniiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiimilllliiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiin ^iimmiiimimiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiMMimiiiMiimmimmimMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimtm uiiiiiiiuiiiiimiaiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiriuif 
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Ken-Rad 

Kadio Tubes 
DEPEXUAHLR I.ONG LIFE 

Ken-Rad Radio Tubes are made to 
give clear, dependable reception. 
They satisfy customers and build 
^ood will for dealers. Write for full 
information. 

THE KEN-RAD CORPORATION, Inc., Owonsboro, Ky. 
Division of The Ken-Rad Tube andLatnpCorporation 
Also Mfrs. of Ken-Rad Incandescent Electric Lamps 

Meets the demand for a quality 
combination of Radio and Bar. 
$99.50 up—complete 
with glassware, etc. A 
money-maker. Cart be 
supplied without chassis. 

RdJioD 

RAD 10BAR COMPANY 
OF AMERICA 

: 7100 McKinley Ave.t LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 
: New Yorl Showroom: 13 East 47th St. 

ar 
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MORE DEALER HELPS for the Askins 

For your convenience "Radio Retailing" 
provides this digest of current dealer help 
material and makes it easy for you to 
order—on one blank—your selection of 
printed matter or display pieces desired. 
Please circle, on the coupon below, only 
those numhers you really will use. 

1. An elaborate consmncr brochure 
on ZENITH'S "Stratosphere'' radio, con- 
taining a photo of the set in natural 
colors, is yours for the asking. Bound in 
a pale blue; printed in "cocoa" shade, 
vivid bint- and black. 

2. The popular "Black and White" 
charts run hi Radio Retailing have been 
enlarged upon and combined with a 
characteristic-interchangeable radio tube 
chart by NATIONAL UNION. Carries 
a wealth of iniorination about charac- 
teristics. interchangeability and base pin 
connections on 231 types of tubes. 

3. A newsy house organ is put out 
monthly by OH MITE. In the issue oil 
our desk i- an article on George Simon 
Ohm. who evolved the Ohm's Law, a 
column of "curiosities" and. of course, 
the very latest from Oil mite's labora- 
tories. 

4. Double duty is performed bv the 
catalog sheet of CORNISH WIRE. 
One side shows a map of the world with 
call letters and location of all short- 
wave stations while the other covers the 
complete line of antenna kits, parts, etc. 

edge a condenser manufacturer is pre- 
senting his product by means of pic- 
tures, SOLAR'S new handy size book- 
let shows the steps its electrical capaci- 
tors take from the time they leave the 
design laboratory until they are ready 
for the market. 

8. The new 8-page folder on the 
ERLA (Electrical Research Labs.) line 
of a.c., d.c., portable, auto and battery 
radios is an attractive two color job. 

9. A dealer's handy pocket siac cata- 
log describing and illustrating the com- 
plete 1935 CROSLKV line will be sent 
upon request. 

10. SUPREME INSTRUMENTS is 
out with a well illustrated booklet on 
its testing instruments. 

11. If you would like tiie special PA- 
17 bulletin of the WEBSTER CO. 
(Chicago) and also have your name put 
on its mailing list for technical bulle- 
tins and selling suggestions, circle this 
number below. 

12. Word has just been received thai 
HAMMARLUND is ready to send out 
its new illustrated Catalog 35 on con- 
densers, coil forms, sockets, trans- 
formers. chokes, shields and other pre- 
cision products for ultra short wave, 
short wave and broadcast receiving and 
transmitting. 

13. TO HE DEI.'TSCIIM ANN'S con- 
denser merchandiser is created for the 
proper display of its exact duplicate 
electrolytic condensers. This silent 
salesman comes complete with one each 
of the most popular types, and is free 
with each order. If you're interested in 
further details, check the number 
below. 

14. Three promotional pieces on the 
ALL STAR JR. (the radio sponsored 
by 11 parts nianufacturers) are now 
ready. You'll want these if you're go- 
ing in for this new idea in radios. 

15. A vest pocket combination price 
list and radio log as well as tube 
stickers to show date of sale are of- 
fered by ARCTUR.US. Tube stickers 
arc free but will be imprinted for $1 
per 2,000. Please note on coupon if you 
wish imprint. 

16. RADIO INSTITUTE OF THE 
AUDIBLE ARTS is publishing manuals 
that will aid in the appreciation of 
broadcast programs of music, education, 
news, entertainment, etc. Will send copies 
to those interested. 

17. Dealers interested in all-wave an- 
tenna systems, in noise suppression in 
auto-radios and in wires of all types 
will want Catalog 44 and supplement is 
sued by CONSOLIDATED WIRE. 

CIRCLE . . . SIGN . . . CLIP. . . AND MAIL 
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WE SENT THIS MAN OUT TO 

INTERVIEW SOME DEALERS . . . 

"Go oul," we lold him, "and ask some frank queslions. 
Get some frank answers. What do they think of the 
product? What do they think of the service? Re- 
member! Dealers and servicemen are the only 
people who can tell us what we want to know.. . 
Our man went oul. He talked a little. He listened 
a lot. And he found that the successful, money- 
making dealers had two "slants" on Sylvania. 

First, they liked the tube. "There's no better tube on 
the market," they said, "it's a high quality lube— 
and we don't have any trouble pushing it success- 
fully, and earning a real profit. We need and have 
a right to expect the profit from sales at full list 
price. Sylvania Tubes are the cleanest on the market 
when it comes to price cutting." 
"And we like your company, loo," they said. "You 
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NOTABLE NEW PRODUCTS 

. . . ALL NORGE QUALITY 

• When you sell a Norge Rollator Refrigerator, 

you turn a customer into a friend. Now there 

are new Norge products to help you turn that 

friend into a customer again. And how much 

easier it will be to make the sale when the cus- 

tomer has learned about Norge quality and de- 

pendability through Rollator Refrigeration. 

Norge dealers have made a spectacular suc- 

cess with one product. Think what they can do 

with these new additions to the line. You may 

he well assured that each and every one of these 

new products exemplify Norge style, beauty. 

quality and performance ... and carry typical 

Norge sales support. 

The high expectancy of salability to which 

Norge dealers have been educated, will be 

further stimulated by these splendid new prod- 

ucts. They will sell to old customers, create new 

customers, new store traffic and new profits. 

Write, wire or phone today for complete 

details. 

NORGE CORPORATION 
Division of Bofg-Warnor Corporation, 606-670 
East Woodhridge Street, Detroit, Michigan. 

• 
Rollator Refrigeration • Electric Washers 
• H rot la lor Stoves • Aerolator Air Conditioners • 
Whirlator Oil Burners • Gas and Electric Ranges 



THE G-E RADIO BAND WAGON 

IS GOING YOUR WAY 

tv OF, ■j: 
H0 , 
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| W/taf the G-E Radio Bandwagon Gives You 

A line of outstanding receivers . . , An impressive adver- 
tising campaign . . . Sales promotion of sure-fire effective- 
ness . . . A dealer campaign that offers valuable prizes and 
a trip to The House of Magic at Schenectady, N. Y., all 
expenses paid , . . Mail the Coupon NOW. 

The radio dealer who is "go- 
ing places" today is the one 
who has a definite objective. 
He has a goal, and he's head- 
ed for it. All his plans point 
in that one direction. 

It is not by chance that G-E 
Radio's objective and the 
goal of established, profit- 
making dealers coincide. 
General Electric knotuswhere 
it's going. Past performance 
proves that Genera! Electric 
gets where it's going. 

Ride the General Electric 
Radio Bandwagon and you'll 
be in the best of company. 
What's more, you'll be sure 
of getting somewhere worth 
while ! 

General Electric Company, 
Merchandise Department, 
Bridgeport, Conn, 
Attention; Sales Promotion Section 

I his G-E Radio Bandwagon busi- 
ness sounds good to me. Please let 
me have the details at once. 

Firm Name  

Street address  

City    

State.  

Signed by    

GENERAL m ELECTRIC 

ALL-WAVE RADIO 


